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`Unitecrrie—as International Id OUT 117th Year Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 30, 1966
Nineteen Homemakers Clubs
Represented At Friday Meeting
Dr Burt Coady. Family Ltfe spec-
ialist from the Useverny or Ren-
ames', was the main speaker et the
annual cloy /aid by the Calloway
County Homernskers Ctub Friday
at the Murray Woman's Club
House
The specialist who oonducted the
Fundy Lde Sernirar held by the
homenakerrs easier this year yoke
Infonnelly to the stoup and later
held a queens wad anriver aac-
To.1vv plans were rnade for
another workshop or seminar to be
heid the fait pan or November.
Older members exposed a desire
to learn haw to grow aid noire
• gracefully and kve a full life
Younger members of the clubs al-
so expoweed a desire for a work-
shop for their se group.
Dr Frank Steey. heed of the
tusory department of Mammy State
1Sno toms spoke on the aittainon
m V.etnam Mni Jahn Morris, Any.
Doector of Homemakers Fedora-





Thanes more water op the than
ee figured It still keeps failing
our species of American wildefe
ars in danger at extincetori The
Whooping Crane. the !very-haled
Woodperter Rey Deer. and the
Orally Bear
• I Wan Mice 1914 Is the Perwenger
Parson The hat of this species
died in die Cincinnati aoo in 1914.
•
It died sat due to low of habitat.
and to greedy tumters.
It is felt that the four species
which are nearing pelinceion eoI
be broterht back If Omer habitat
Is ranged. hunttng peneltiss are
revere enough and COrIMITIIIIIDTIS
measures are heath enough.
There are onle 44 Whooping Orange
left in the world There is merge
a hand tal of Ivory-lidled Wood-
peckers, ordy about 300 Key Deer.
and several hundred Grizzly Bears.
— ---
Every effort should be made tri
increase the flocks and herds of
these a:Amok
gaiewball bur& is beginning to get
white and the Red Wytella a full
of buds.
Today Is the leet cley of April so
maybe the allows, TAR Mop.
— --• —
A eels show will be held In Parts,
Tennessee on May 14 and 15 On
the gene order as the one at May-
▪ field.
Can ciollentore shouki keep their
mire in the bank Thieves are here
IConUnsed on Page Three)
DR. BURT E. COODY
'Safety and Los Issues and Con-
"You Can't Get There From
Her, by Wale Saner allueless
was the Me of the bask 
ed bY &MD PIO. OMNI! (7111.
tore deslassion Nile alb Mira-
Mier! a the Noe Oleidiet Ceilb
gere tbe dewilien aid 181/111••
Inatela CMS.
hes. J A. Mind prearlsot,
plaidell said Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
secrelawitreesurer, reed the min-
utes and hod the ma cia of the
nineteen dohs In Oellimay Coun-
ty
Denman elected to ate ante
Januartr 1. 1967. were Mrs. ft.4
iloClazdeil. Wadadacero Chile
*dent. aikl Mrs Meg Pladmi..111b.
trtan Club, secretary - Wagger
Nis.  Ulm Handl= 14gret Pen-
violence Cage will serve her and
year as vice-president.
Steering officers are Mrs Out-




skleet hew. the Bar-
115
Group sings Wan led by bine
R L Oaoper of the • Pottstown
Crub with ides Glen Sane of the
Silturtan Club as planist.
Avenel reports o( mambas with
perfect attendances of members
reading eh books, and of man-
tam reading three tenni were
greta Reacts has been - strewed
throughout the year at each of
the dube
Mrs Anton Hernden presented
the special score card repoet. Mn.
Illerobto Wrother, county borne de-
monetsaion aped, said a few re-
marks
Other guests for the day were
ate A H. WIWI= of Paducieh.
Mrs Myra Beady of Area
Fundy Lae chairman. Mrs Loret-
ta Wyatt of Mayfield. Weat Ken-
tucky Rural Klectric home econo-
mist, and Mn. Nancy Cmes at
Murray. Murree 119eotek home eco-
nomise
Lunch waa served at the noon
hour to the good representation
las the dubs throughout the city
and county
LODGE TO MEET
Murray Lodge 106 FitrAM
meet on Manley night May 2 In
the lodge hal at 7 30 o'clock. Work
to the Polityworitet degree will be
held. All Master and Fellowcrult
Maros are invite:1.
Soil scientist' demerthing a moll profile of (lain gravelly silt loarri.
The pit was dug Ay a baelihoe to take and wimples for analysis by the
• Bureau of Public Road. Dewription. were made and le pound and
5 pound samples were taken for euch major horison. cWreri sell wriea
itwo profile. for peril .eriesi were sampled and deorilhed for itrR
In Calloway and Marshall counpes.
Photo USDA Soil Conservation Seryke
,
Rites For Gene Dale
Mohundro Are Sunday
The funeral for Gene Dale Mo-
hundro will be held Sunday at 230
pin in the chapel at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with bun-
in the Oki Salem Cemetery.
PaRbetarees Will be Ed Phaggs,
Joe Phillips, Dewey 'Fold, Bob Mil-
ler. San Huey and Charles Rocha&
Honoree, pallbearer* MR. be K.
T Personae, Buick Burton, John
Tauk, Sirnmy Sneth, Eurie Garland,
Hubert Pennon, Bill McDougal and
Wilson Styles.
Mohundro, age 40, Med Wednes-
dey in Chicago after an Mine of
two year.
Friends nee cad at the J H
Churchill Funeral Home until the
funeral hour.
Funeral Of Wesley
Norman To Be Sunday
The funeral of Weeley H. Nor-
man who was fcasnd dead in Detroit
Mktegan on Thursday. will be held
In Murray tomorrow at 3.30 p. m.
at the Max Chunthill Funeral Chap.
a'.
Rev B R Winchester will of-
fate and burial will be in the
Salem Cemetery.
Norman, age lg. is aurvived by
his wife. Mrs. Mae Morris Norman
of Detroit. 10612.; one daugtder,
Ma. Joe Hawn of New Spume
11111•111. MAW one Peter. Ms.
Otayien Carroll of Alarm. two bolt
siaters. Mrs Houton Adam of Linn
Grove and Mrs Opal Heath of
;Lone COI*: four NM trot/lora.
Boyce and Art elle of hawaray neuee
nee. Loess el Parts, T. and
ROI* W 11111011eid.
rites at the gram
Aida
Miss Margaret Crider-
Will Show Slides •
Mn Meiggre, Ruth Crider, ate-
dent legionary to Hammel will
Mak awl Mow slims ;a itte North
!Seismal Onove AoMbert Pres-
byteries, Church on Sunday, Mae
1, at seven pen
Th.s ie to nother of the sense
of pogroms during the Meech of
Minims seam at the church The
' pubic is invilbal to attend.
Oaks Country Club
Ladies Plan Lunch
The Oaks Country Olub will hold
Is ladles day luncheon Wednesday,
Miso 4. at the dun
For reservations osel Sally Alex-
ander, charmers 703-2270, or Mar-
garet Trevethan. 0o-chairman,




City pollee retarted four citateons
Sued over the past twenty-four
hours.
One pinion was arrested for pub-
lic drunkeneas, one for rends
driving. one for breach of the peace
and one for DWI.
A manor accident was reported,
however no informedly was filed.
NOW YOI' KNOW
London's Big Ben, the worlde
nest famous clock, hes a peexhiurn





The Murray Woman's Club
weel represented at the
meeting held in Lexington on
25-26 For litsrayans the highliebt
of the convention was the install-
ation on Thuniclew of Mrs. C. C.
Lowry as Preaklent of KFWC. Mrs.
Lowry, a peat creaking of the
Murray club, is highly respected
by all local clubwomen,
The Murray Club was named an
Honor Club, having net, all the
requirements necessary fcr Score
Cant l• 11111!WC. The Press Boot
model* • Oka Pale blue ribixel
The dill ogle albp slitaggial a cita-
tion for aglilbace in the Com-
mutate' allpillielloent con*est. and
a 15 00 iteggil for excellence So
their r11•106.01110 PriEBrarn-
The 11010.11e Witantukki Club re-
ceived too* the Kentuclor Chapter
of the MINIM Foundatien a cita-
tion for ouglandlng service to the
Peundation, and a 6100 scholar-
ship to be swarded a worthy stu-
dent. Mm J. I. Hoick. of Murree,
State Artemetie Chairman, Intro-
duced Oliver Heckle, who present-
ed asorde, Mr art-
H theseMeicam ne. Helle ia
nounoed Sot Zineadry was flrat
in the region in naming hinds for
the roundaleon. and Murray Wan-
an's Club was proud to be a pan
cli t"eney ensie, J I Hoece. J
In the Ails and Drafts Contests.
Mau Dorothy Alice Swann, won
feet place in the Junior Minion
Sewing Contest-Mrs. Henry Hol-
ton won a first place _blue ribbon
for her cil portrait, "Elizabeth", a
porno. of the the Mm Mu
Qaa Mrs. V. E. Wilxiam won
plbee in the needlepoint Diels-
Those from Murray stbendleg the
convaglort and "''n cere-
mony were: Dr and Mrs. C. C. -
LoweY. Dwityae and Contryn;
and Mrs Mat Met. Mesdames
Jar* Kennedy. David Gowan',
A. Outland. J. Ft Aftwitten, Macon
Blarrikerehip. Don Keller, 0. B.
Boone. Jr Rob Rey, Jdtin Noway,
11111 Thurman, Teirnanye Taylor,
Donald Tucker. Vernon Stubble-
need, and mus Dorothy Mice
Swann,
Mm Lowry has announced that
Mrs James Rudy Allbribten, • aim
a past president of the Mu; ray
(nub. will serve on her correspond-
ing eecrstary and aide during her
term as Provident of KFWC.
NO ARRESTS
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield re-
portal this morning that no arrests
had been made by his office Re-





Kerducicy lake '7 360.1. tip
0.2; bdow dam 3093, tip 12
Iiartiey loge asea no dome.
below clam 316.5, up 1.4.
Sunrise 5 Oi. sunset 8:44.
Moan nein 2 02 um
10* Per Copy Vol. LXXXVII No. 101
WSCS Meeting Will
Be Held On Tuesday
The Woman's Society eir''Ctirte-
Oen Service at the Puy& Method's&
Church well present spelial mem-
bership at the meeting to be herd
Tuesday, May & at 10:30 am at
the Hale Chapel
Mrs. Jahn Whezed. presider*,
mad the covered dish hincheon to
know all be-honoring the Filth
Doran Chola Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, chairman. for its high at-
tendance at the ge_nerai meetiner.
and aim for ail new membens of
the WeKril
Pnaceding the meeting the exe-






LEXIbICYFON, Ky •Uft — Trainer
Loyd Gentry maid today that if the
oore of an Infection In the hcof of
Graafian does not come out in 36
hours the Darby Dan Penn colt
will not start In the Kentudky
Derby.
Gentry said the infection was
caueed by a piece of gravel that
worked into his ipot sometime lust
altarlirter
-This has happened on and off
since that dine." he said "The in-
fection is minis through the side
of the hoof."
"There hal been some pus show
up." Gentry wed. 'eine this is an
encouraging sign'
Gentry Mid the antenatal Der.
by favorite is being treated with
hot and cold compresses and will
i
be shipped to Chi-TSUI Downs lat-
er today
"But. the next 36 hours will NIL`
Sentry mad.
The colt walleyed • wall Wad
bruise during a workout Wellness
day morning Gentry and veterin-
arian Alex Hanlon decided it would
he all right to send the ion of
Italian charrotaan Rtbot in the likis
Greos Stakes.
Oraustart. who had won seven
consecutive moss, was beaten by a
rune by Abe's Hope.
Onsuetart was twice laid up erkh
hoof injuries—once as a 2-year-
old and again earlier OM year In
razies where he mimed aknost
the entire winter racing season.
ON TELEVISION
Joe H Spann, developer on Ken-
tucky and Berkey Lakes recently
returned fan Evansville, Indiana
where he was on television channel
50 He was interviewed by Joe
Cabinets outdoor wort show, con-
cerning the impoundment of Bark-
ley take Celina% show is one of
the most popular sports thou in
the arca
SWAMP FEVFIL FUNDED
WASHINGI'ON — The Hose
agriculturist approprianone bill this
week earmarked 1100.000 far re-
search in many fever, a deadly
cheese among horses U 8, Rep.
Ftlink Chet/ DiCy, wad Shia was
the first time the budget issokseed
funds for suet ramendle
Douglas Wallace
Douglas Wallace Is
New Member Of Staff
Of Funeral Home
Doiwkao Wallace has Joined the
J H Churchill Funeral Horne ac-
cording to an announcement by
Ronaki W Churchill. owner.
Wallace is a 1963 graduate of the
Kentucky Sahool of Mortuary Sae
once and joined the staff of the
loo..1 funeral home on April 15. He
has both the funeral areetor's li-
cense and embalmer's license.
_Wallace is a native of leerdsville,
Kentucky and for the peat two
years has lived in Lexington where
' he was employed by the W. R
word Mortuaries.
He a the son of Mrs. Vila Mel
Wallace and the late Bryan Wal-
lace and Is married to the former
bells Norris of Fordenee The two










SAIGON 11'1 — A U.S. Air Force
FeC Pharetern Jet elle1 down a
Russian-budt. MI017 today in a
dcgfight 100 melee northwest of
Hand near the borders of Red
Chine., a spolcosiniui announced.
He dischosed arnother MI017 sas
LATE WIRE NEWS
WASHINGTON — Experts believe
Red Ohms tray be on the verge of
leadership changes which may thww
SinesSoviet relations.
DALLAS — Death toil rises to
12 as new rain and thunderstorms
harass Dallas area
WARRINGTON — Johnsen ad.
inuuntration hopes for avoiding a
tax Seeress rises as wholesale and
farm prices foe
WASHINGTON -- Sen. Dodd of
Conneotiout will face the Senate
Ettelos Committee on. flgialintia
aSh a kohhTilit for Wait °seemly.
A meeting to eighth the n e w
hearing legislation under the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Art two been
called by Dr Ray taalleld. chairmen
of the Agonise Area Monona Op-
portunloy Council The meeting will
be held at Jetton Junior High Aunt-
in Paducah at 600 pm.
COT, Tburechy manna May 5.
"While our 28 member council will
have an officd meeting, we want
everyone to come and here a part
In planning for the housing pro-
gram and other programs that will
be exphined at the rossion," Dr.
liatietd stressed.
He mkt that a new ruling by the
Waddriston attire of Ecoremic Op-
seturaity will mean that ro pen-
ran henceforth be undertaken
without public hearing. The sr to
guanutee that all inereeted parties
may este thear wanes known.
The proposed rent erubrady law
now before Congress well alfect on-
e. those In low-cost hauling
owned by "sioneprone public oar-
potations" sueh se Ube Purchase
Area Economic Opportunity Oxin-
ce or governmert cammegions at
up for the purpose.
The meeting will be open to any
realer* of Collowary, Cleweeer. Mar-
shall err, McCracken counties.
Soil Survey In Calloway Is
Well Along Way. To Aid Many
By Maurice F Humphrey
Sad Scientist
Roll CeoservaUen Rervisse
A soil survey Is being made in
Oat mew and Merited rounties
The field work of platting f h e
boundaries of all series with their
"Sop, and proton phettes Is echeel-
Wed for completion he the end of
1966. The field week hos been corn-
pleted In Calloway County and in
abort twooterds completed In Mar-
alreCi °minty The Soil Survey Re-
port for Onfrt. counties Isscheduled
to be completed be June 30, 1967
as ter as field wort is concerned.ThIs irdormetion will be published
alter checking and editing by the
ante Of Lee at Lextrattnn, the Re-
gional Office at. Upper Darby Pen-
nsylvania, and the Warbling:ton Of-
flee of tine Slog Conservation Ser-
vice TI urnsally takes [drat three
years from the time the field wart
is compieted until the report is
pubilshed. The report will be called
the Oraceary-blanvhall Cbunries
Soil Survey Report. IL all oantein
aerial photeeraltei igen whteh the
boundaries of clifferera see con-.
ditibens are &awn and a narrative
descreptfon of the different will
conchtform which are plaited on the
photogniphe In addition it will
cookain interruptions of different
xiicorications tor Agriculture tam
eneineenng Met aosorriand mos,
wildlife woo and perhaps recrea-
tion tale
The main punearse of elairelfrine
the physical properties of goer,
plotting the all boundules arid
blabs a anil amp Is Mr agricul-
ture met lit help the farmer, end
the Sol Oaneervatikent or other
Aortal/Lure workers who are m-
eeting the homer to make wire
&redone shout the use of Koh
acre of land. The mod map trips
In making deolaorm shout suCh
thinan an the land of cry to grow
(Continued (al Page Three)
Forty nine soil wimple. lo 30 pound bag. collected to send to the
Kenturike DIvhdoo. Department of Highways and 35 soil maniples In
(lye pound hags collected to send to the Materials Rewsare.h Division,
Bureau of Public Roads. Washington, D. C. Analysis will be made to
determine the amount of and Mt, and clay, the liquid lindt, pleaUe-
Ity hulet and other physleal things that will classify the "oil Mien
for engtneering put-mom. Frank Anderson is at the rtght and Maurice
Humphrey at the lett,.
WIASILINOTUO — The White
alleth allies rumors thot WPM
Alums see actor George Medi




Census — Andes 74
Censure — Humery . . 4
Adedmiems, April la. 1966
Mrs. ape Prances McNeely, Rt,
6, Mimic Master "Wry Daryl
Patter, away I, Murray: bir Roy
Soars, New Oconird; Mrs. Lola E.
Morton, Lynn Grove; Masker Char-
les Hafferd Adams, 803 Sunen Larse,
Murray. Master David Allen Prep-
./lemon, 919 N. Mb, Murray: Mr.
Lkyyti Gain Hisrels. Swann Dorm,
Murray: Mr. H P. JOhnson, Route
4, Midway Trailer Court. Murray;
Mr Paul Rogers, 811 N. 16th, Mud'-
ray.
Diemlemle, April 211, ISIS
Mr Henry B. Oglesby. ION Cal-
lowaY, Murray; Mni Morin Lax,
Route 1, Murray: Mn Jane libber,
196 Eltisebeth Han. figunigyi Mn.
Robbie Lee Orr, 11116 Caltome, Mar-
ra . Mrs Vannie Grogan. llontrit 1,
Murray; Mr Max One Lovell, BA.
1, Murray; Mrs. Doter* Thurmond,
2168 11th, Murray; Mr. Dauer Sul
Carroll 1102 Pogue. Miirrar Mute
to Larry Mien Schaper, 100 Z. 17th,
Benton: Mrs. Dorothy Jane Morton,
Reute I, Haat; Mrs. Nears Dean
013ryari'.-- Route 5, Benton; Mr.
Richard Domenico. 41 Phew Ave..
Jamestown, New Wet: Master Rob-
ert Shane Andrus, Ittage I, abed-
in; Mr e Martha Mow, 913 N. 13th.
Murray
stint dawn Friday and said another
was forced to crueh.
Today's victory brought to 11 the
number of Russian-built MIOs shot
down over North Viet, Nam since
Anierican and Communist yus first
tangled early last summer.
An Air Force spokesman said en-
emy fire downed an Air Force
Thunderchief and a Navy Crimader
Friday Outing raids over North
Viet Nam. The pilots of both planes
were reported missing.
In todars scion, Air Force Capt.
Lawrence K. Goldberg. 32, of Du-
luth, Minn., saki he and his radar-
Men 0:9110t. Lit Lt. Gerald D.
Hareferrave, 26, of Jackson. Tenn,
used a heat - awking Sidewinder
miede to down roas of four 31:10-
17s that sitt•Oktell tits Code 100
ioLles wor.onorthwat of Hanoi.
Goldberg maid the oigar-shaped
Communist Jet dldreekreted.
The pea mid the iseIGs fired
their cannons at the Americans.
Nu damage was rigagard to U.S.
planes.
Phantom trotter plats /ha down
two MICIlre astirdbif laud
on Tombs a Phantom derirosid a
MI021 — 10-66 11111-001111km-
tatJad1111-31-.LAIltailionaL-Bithe.
ter.
U.S pads dam feu MEM dur-
ing hot July and August, ithin
the Ruesian-niede Jets sag • gee.
Viola attempt tie blurt Ilirmeless
raIds hare Meares red the ale
recent OOPS give are U.S. a61/0of
11 kills in the ',kr fights In the
sites of Mali
In Mare salon, four 112017a
attacked four Phoritoms protecting
Thunder:hie& whogi were bornbirgt
the Thai Nguyen tartway yard 35
mimes north of Hanoi.
The MIGs sonnetl in, three fly-
ing In trod formation and one by
Cace lorry R. Keith, 30, of
Peones TR the flight leader. sent
Own Moraine alter' the three
MIGe In formate:In.
Capt. William D. Dowell. 14, of
Taupe, PM, and be IA. Halbert Z
Gailiged, 26, of Olohticaria City.
Okla., in one Phantoms fired a
Sidewinder into the MIG leading
the formation
"The rromile struck the tail sec-
tion of the Mb G The pilot ejnited
and the 51.10 trailed White smoke
for two miles before hitting the
ground and aporillog," Dowell mid
Keith and hle radannen-copilot,
let Id. Rabat A. Sleikelly. 26, of
Cedar Regable -1writo maw a M101/
maneuvering toward Dowerli
Mai:horn.
The MSG peat my Keith and
swung toward la plane. Keith fe-
ed a SiblewUrder wtaldh missed, but
the flight leader suomeded in get-
tiro into potation on the MIO's
toil
Keith mid the MIG crushed and
burmsi while trying to evade his
atrack
Dcoreil fired Sidewinders at the
two remaining 1410a, but the Com-
munists aped away.
This picture shows borne. being built In a new sub-division In
Murray. There are many new sub-divisions in the city and a lirge
number of flue homes are built each year There are also several
sub-dividers' In Calloway and Marshall counties especially near the
lake. Engineering Interpretation about tlw snit will help in the loca-
tion of muh-dtrbiloris and borne&










THE LEDGER & TIMES
P0111.111/0.43 by L.MX.4.1 a I isets Palis.111111110 COMPah I, Inc_
Zeneu.assuon at the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Ithiss, and Th,tunes-tierant, Limon 2U, Ws, and tais Wan Kontuoitins. NinthsL. 1114.1.
We rearm tas nem to meet Auversismg. Lamm ths ManPlatthe VOW* /10/11 Much. in OW aill altot Mr to boot ntoran ad our remora.
IMILTIONAL RIPTI2SKI4TATI WALLA= WITS= CC I31..Illiadiamt Am, Mthiplirs, ;auk., r&me h Las Brag, hew Yore, altheaftenson bide.. Dewed. Mich.
46 He Pak Odium Niferrir,- , lee rresmisaat
Second he basher.
By 011171•11111 hanky. per weak He, per alai*
Si. in Calkers/ ana misounag COULAMII. par year, wig, aboolisca, eat
or 
-Tam thosisailagOat now of a tosthonehy Is he
Ithogrisy el Menowsgrapos
SATURDAY - APRIL 30, 1906
ODINGMATI)1472118111
•It lb constantly surprising to as at the awaber of slate
Mink maarmanssups, and lii43 DeLle.e• WalCh axe Laid Illt
Murray ans. tn course the surproang part is that Murray is
not a large city, it is at tae extreme earl ox toe state, and it
is CALI 01I IIPM the greater part 01 the Mate by toe 1 etalleggled
River.
let in spite of these apparent disadvantages,
people osni.u,ue ID ..in alialia• ale 111014n111011 In =idly nem.
4..rae et wit' C.ursiCesst tilltedi IQ tie enznen Dy a murraylui
10 that ot I-Tempe= at the n.entaisity keneramon of women a
1.44011. 1L1/6 was won by mrs. Lenny this week at taw
mate meeung in Lexington
Mrs _Lawry Wan Lao lactation Over ladies from caws Lae
sine 01 notosvule, ne_xingagn, Lot eisvOOPJ and Plitaucan anti Lila)
l• no smau Last.
congaaausiote Mrs. Lowry on her amitt aid on net
Wen& SO Win toe rug& otucc. lac iLentiscs) r oiserasiouto
Willienli 4.;lu10 as compotied ot atia bolls aentaered over Luc
atu..e CUM & U.NALA ILleuluesala..1) ot pipe/ eatiam.
lot isentacay hL tiaseibis e 1.rowerlio tome for tine goon
and we pronto% vat the 11.1,Wt. win moue great progress u.uner
Mrs. Lowry s direction
Tie artistic sonny of another M...rray laxly was recognizen
When a portrait oy airs. !teary fiva..1)11 11011 taros pose ma he
.101•14.; ...umoot at nexing-azi. Lipag mown IB sakee
aoh Lammas ti$sacseai, 01 portrait., Bars Hawn was recug-
lilien 1Clie tut- anon) Matruyao.• nave appiauctect IOC some
years.
at the seine meeting, alms tiortany Alice Swami, daugnter
of Mr toad Mrs. Heilman boron wcul over nose ousel. inocraci.
Winners Ule student sea uig contest. is e congratulate ner.
halt ono ta her ainuty, init tot her aununty flaszioolL We.
NAL Maas busikri gave up masaay good undid snifter
pertoet an 111111114 W1:110:1 Woind a in a state sewing tine
:- sWitiented to name local winners of suite uties, cnair-
amiethela,dallaits, etc., the list wail grow wad grow and we
VIM nut atieitipt such a
We wilt moat one other nowever and thls Is Mls• Lusanne
Lilly who was eingied out as one of twelve chemistry &Ma
dbenucal engineering students in the enure Unshed States for
141 recogsanson ithe Ass a scholamic mart which trouts
be clifftcult to match and at the same time she has been in-
volved in a vaned number of extra euri scalar acunties
Murmyans can well be proud of these citizens who go to
Mrs effort in order to latatli a goal.
- They bring honor not only on themselves, but on Murray
and C.4:11oway County as well.
As we indicated, we could fill thl_•, column easily with the
names and aellifirogion4 of lituray men and women, boys
and girLs We haw alomod enough however to indicate that
Murray and Calkstray illimaty Ls a good place to live.
Quotes From The News
Ng EIIIITTS PIM* DITEJIMAI'IONAL
CHICA00 - Dr. Jelin McLean Morris. one of two Yak
University doctors who have unveiled an experimental drial
control pill to be talren up TO ILI days after sexual relatl;
commenUng on the discovery:
*We know tins thing works. The exact dosage and othair
techtheal aapeets have to be worked out."
AIM& - Martin Loaner King, pursetoring the
opiollbe that lemma are not educated enough to hold public
Gabe:
saumasig Jun they will never disgrace democracy as
OW' witintlealbsoi babe."
4114111111111011111111 apois DOI Johnson, denying itiM she
Int et 'marrying or avow lloak-
Man imemeillNIIIMIL
'lbws . don't tell miaow anglaise -
smosv ram - est woost, executive director a See
NIULCP, coaMMIllisW. DISIMent Johnson's new civil rights
Proasimaz
-The Pregaismiltgairmailin baxi rectal diaertszanatton in
aillooldw*-11101111215* eholloopne We regret the Onekinda M
7isiewasiwiesi he prwille thiloRthity to the TWIN= of medalor all their serfivors; and We will seek to have such
a penikilon added to the hill
A Bible Thought For Today
1111111111110111119110011 111,61
ilkandliant JoAnne gala In
id a Ma& alma kr 41111
Sena gmennal by lin WM 11111111.
ashinionsalina numb thi pea gni
dousgenin of a ainelle Oil gone
ognialar
IRO enedthlith age dileinalmost
gie lin goal. des Pesailaa MOW
lithstion pa MOO a this
sings of this. saletaiWiwe. Iowa.
ela limenediesn. Meta gorannes
nth esopro_. he won brotihn
na mama ode dee gains far do-
way puma= by caning an It to
OS-- _by61E
ausnota. The run ot
Ike IMAM Via assassas ths
why seal reduciant players that this
Illeas visa an the lewd The Oali.
___amt bans laughed a
Vie way back to thear pans ol•
LIDO&
10.1411011•W 10•11.111. Phonon%
Johnson reported thst he nand
asine suckers in the bussmos worn
--mime 46 eX Do wiDo piedgell thin
support of AU war on *Wan= by
announong pram to doter Omni
tognesoon Testy were some at the
sane wno anopaiimod for his Ore
non Won signed ap as kw Pres-
ident saved the Mb of higher dile
ponstie takes and price aonizols.
Ussor /Mae running • dna mine
earth ths onority stwattt In nor
thaw.
But the Adonsistration seed 113
cierepta e move tor fanners
Ur and as the major am.
ingentoen to the none oao. of krs.
lied they rose up dhe mow hoer. and returned to Jemm-
ies& .-4ukie 51:33.
Was late in die day It War dart, They were physically
Wed. It Was almost seam lades to Jenissiern Only the real
eassugoga. erithest any thesetion of the Menne et Nom
could hash 11011111ed that return.
WILSON' USED CARS
'Oar COMPWrit Are A Lithe Otett•••••
Your Choke of Main Makes and Modsh
- Before You Bay, see tie -
103 st seventh elffeet Phone 753-4841
In noting the rise in Lark plinth
the Pendent naturally Lancet to
bog 110Urennees that bta SOCS•••17
at Agriculture threw a monkey
weenie in me Immo& price Incat
by dumping cheap and want n
dui wt. yews at Itie food groin
prOgrian. Hui punsters wan thus
encouraged en ovorprodram, honsil
minus painassaad prams ant ra•
method ni prukacticsi tuts that bows
been rehootea at the mast awl=
in MOM month&
In Mang the rise in vege0obis
prices. the Pendent alio faded to
tell osmuniect abet bis labor poll.
t




TIMES - MURRAY, IKEICETTCRY SATURDAY - APRIL 30, 1966
The Almanac
by railed Pram 'Interonelthat
Wenn/ thoseener. end IS the
Loth clay at Inn nab 346 to fol-
ders.
soliall-16Wroin "kit
quarter and full phase.
usarnsog sant are Venus and
Saturn
The memo star a Jupiter
Queen JUalbaa et the l'vedisr-
bums was ocii•n OS INg dierLfl 1.
On thin day as Maar
In 1./9, Comp Ilya•Modlide ask
Me fah pneldiallad sea ht_er-
Me In New Yak De7
In 1946, Nab deslasor AMIE Na-
ar achgaisted iniside a beans
in Berlin. 1tat, aro day In IOW
~man ninon asperse the
liessarase Ann and rased kr
Osienagian. bag awl the .9tinnim
0/19.9•1.
ist INC to nine funds for oda-
cir:or.., Nee kiatue approved
ow tong regal sv.tegerniees latter)
la dm Viand Rase, once AIN.
the 11111411 Kittery war he Ins
year
A thought Star ix (ley - trends
&npesur .Ntagioaion tr...al the Mar
..ane OD the balicalboue 16 MS.
TRIPS APPKOVLD
WAsifinw./TON lei - Ambles.
cior Henry Cabot. Lodge is pealing
toe word from neuron that the pa.
Inman satiation there a stable en-
own now to panut atingnowen.
• .111plo lo re
R. Jawk Maw D•Calit. shin-
loan et • Rause triboommittor pins.
thug snob • uip. new ad Lodge's
apithinal of the sattaison today.
He said taii soliouggaince now as.




Prearbsat Mandan Rio be. „w-
owed an inesurtion froga Japth
ear Praiser /realm Ono 00 1111111
Japse6 a was announood
A oars ke• tho .1.s.d. wMA In 111611S1
eke.. earnad ra Secretory a
lab. Wino. reduard naimpsorar
avanable to growers. &bared OM&
abe la.
Another vict-m of tar Prisontent's
thin pime won she U 8 erased
Awe* The Comossisfienirethin out
Oh at noir rations, cut port rir
dons by IS perces. sod slaohni
pedaling of canned mid bash veg.
degillea
Ten Years Ago Today
ltitlintit • illeas 71L1
Mils Shirley Outland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Outland of Murray Route 5, Is valedictorian, and Miss Judith
Ann Workillean. deallider of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Lynn Work-
man of MS 1Pogue Avenue, is the salutatorian of the 1958
graduating dids of Murray High School.
Anita iOugal azul Larry z irker of the Training School
Potore Bushmen Leaden of America won hunt= at the State
/MLA ttearadion held in Lounsville. Anita won first place in
public speaking and Larry won second in the wetting division
Mrs Norma Glover of Abno was the Leaky Shopper last
week In the isnlger & Tunas Lucky Shopper Photoquir She
was snapped in Thurman a Furniture Company and received
a $20 gift eerttheate to be cashed at the N B kalis Company.
Robert Young, tarry R.hoties, Dan McCutston, Raald Mc-
Ghee, Larry Dunn, RayMnd Mathia, June Foy, and Frankie
Bellia were winners in the Iristrat 4-H Club Rally had at
Pallieleatt
IC) Years Ago This Week
LItIN.11 a TIM&ii 11i F
Local deaths reported this week Winds Mrs. M C Moab,
age 85, of Dexter. Jame:, Henry Erwin, 21, front Injuries, and
John W Carter, age 72, of Murray
Mrs. Graves Hendon w eleeted president of the MUrn121
*Ana rra, Other officers are Mrs. T C Doran. vice-
president; Mrs. Prank LiUleton. secretary. Mrs. Jlott Wear,
treaaurer.
Marriages reponse this week were Miss Charlotte Louise
Cunningham to Morrison Wray on Apr11 20. Miss Prances
Hinton Skold to IA Max Leroy Cason, USW, on April 28:-Miss
Prances Illogers to Dale Myers on April 28 IMP
Births reported this week include a daughter to Mr and
Mrs W L. Polly on April 29, and a daughter to Mr and Mrs.
Wayne Welton on April 24
30 Years Ago This Week
ligOGkit a TIMM FUR
• E &Mar" Purdorn. Mrs Ante Bar'ber. Lein Outland,
Terry Wiiitinson, Mrs L,onita B McGuire. and John Y Orr are
the local deaths reported this week
Mks Martha Nell*, Wells, daughter of Dr and Mrs 0 C.
Wdk gd Murray. fresiona• Irons &turn.% . was •lected forstimil
*NM lig the meaty and freshman football squads at Murray
Wade Odle..
47811111110 tor anastniction of the Paris-R&M Weviray
Will he lid SAM Sallstactory arnuipmatents have wen ems-
paint ors Sit Millathittee appointed to semee the right-of-way
for the Tend, 3110eoridng to an interview Judge A F Paschall
tune with BMusti. state highway eoirimtesioner.
Prom the nehlain, "Tour Business What's the News": -Hew
signs have been plated on the front of Bluebird Cafe advertis-
ing their country lharn of ivhIrli the painter. Eph Rule, Is very
proud li:ph claims you can smell the hickory smoke off the






Birdie Tebbets Gets Haircut;
Orioles Ready To Scalp Indians Osteen Worked,
By JEFF wens
crt spots Willer
Now that. du Mew Waite Boa
have given Media Tdibela • hoar-
she Bedamintrdelelogine ready
to scalp the Clireshed Indiums
Ending CleeeleAe9P/L_
League noan•d-breeiLing lbws=
wtanang streak. the Whits Box sent
the TAW to • al detest Prase
night and Ono seed When lo IA
barber shop The supoignitious Chows
land 6•6 dm for a hair-
cut tail opening dog bin herd
ctet Cli benne shops when the
Lallans Wien *eh ranglida
The 00111%_ *AR ralia MEIN
scan has tom owankadonied by
Land Transfers
Nance S Tucaer to Dociald B.
Bunter and Betty Sue Hunter; sot
in Moadans 'A oad
Booby R. Jolliness and Barth
.heaisua to Retort 0. Miler. lor-
ry &mono, and Truman Turner,
humus= of the Won hump
Church of auto. lot at Saudi ISIS
and tionday Drive.
At of Dessont of Days
Ridepeoh. dastoard. to S. 1. Ilkon
pall of barmy. John Dawn 163111-
peck of 'Ando. Ohio, Leto Hatiey
of ak Louts, llo., InednIck &Wm
of Ixamultie. laineonos A. Banff
and beargent Jackson of Mursey.
eau= to B.
cueshogo.m. property hi ON-
lows. County.
Migackuid Dirsolopuma no, So
Ames Lea& kit Woonnand thele•
tairoba.
Marko D Whstrook so Jerry
Aisne and Untie Stony, tot ea
Casts. Rune Cann Sas Surei••••
n••••••••• •••.. to
Won= Tile Co.. ink; lot In Segies
be giebtinioink
JWises Romper and riner
Amor to Winona Ago; gingole
on Peak Ilighony 94. --
Paosaidand Dethispone. kee.. to
Moms Mathis. let hi Konignint
aninteleina.
&nth Itawall Mon and Raid
am Men to Bela Mike (isinand;
et GS 111.11ing me aid slam
dada SAL
Aill -e111:110wid of Arum
1. Mac. 11111111111111b. to Mao Brans
nags and Armee D Mho-
•
Ctowslonde. Milan altgrhb) tiehitjhe In. 3rdman Now St.dent Friday nMinsk in11-1 to mowe into a Mat 7pins tie with the Tribe at 10-1.
Wink there were no ether
la the junior circuit, all 10 teams
&Mien- the Natiosal Lib-
with Male:1610M njapuog Chicago
54. New York stopping Pittsburgh
5.2 la 21 asniags, Albedo daselag
lionnon 4-3, Los Angeles edging
Oloareish 3-2 end St. Louis nth.
ping San Promo° 6-1.
finerbpner Clary Peters pachid
Six Innings and lin his that honor
of the theopoign for the With. One,
nos keno both pillolog in anew
roansgsr Torn Canada, war dtwe
haftHeaaMy was bedded down with
IA au Wednaiday Paion. who si-
nned ox has. WM be In no
ensallt and Bob Lobar same on to
Marl manic tag the net of Me
way.
Prost Robinson. whew ahriginey
percentage n a prienoinenwl DNS
wink 3111 total tome In It plate err Diteen boosted Los Angeles to
plaalliges. walloped • homer sold widen percentage points of the
triple and drove in three rtsro for National League leaderehip Pry
430 artelsa mght wtien he scattered four Cirs
ihnhasre erupted for seven rens noose hits and led the Dodgers
In the third maim. with he MIMS tnotith• 3.300nipieces101crY over theReds for
M onne across on Hoag Pdiow's his fouith of vatory the year and
first boom at 'be season.
Prank Robbakink triple knocked In other genies. et Louis beat
In he inore nuns anti Brooks San Promises 5-1, Atlanta gaped
Robinson greeted renewer Tarry Nait I Hotaton 4.3; New York doggled
MO • ren-soormg Ramie. Pealed I l'itinitnwit 6-2 in 11 innings; and
Philadelphia toppled Chhcago 5-1
In toe AmerUsun League. Chicolo
handed Cleveland Its first ion 4-1
LA's Staff
Hen connented to can Us AA.
Imre outburst
Wally Winker ressuived she ilk
tory. alkonag 10 Into Inelleding Dan , and Banimare beat Dotrok
Wen's Nord tuna at the maw in the only games scheduled.
Cistern inherited the opening day
pitiornror assomment after. Andy
Lad Dor repurted nee The form-
er Aroariesn Les Infthantle-r 'tea
propared for the common and halt-
ed hourovn an as haw finwe tuns
Me las mostemi nacho over Chi-
go. the Astra@ and Cincinnati.
Omen struck out seven and
waned only nine Friday night la
gonna his fourth victory in Ant
diessions TM only other panne




By CURT BLOCK net rally as the Meta topped the
UPI Spar% Whiter'
Claude Latent, who toned as the pagegeipbet's Jim Bunning span-
camber three men last year. it now NI Moe MN se the Philo topped
He lop gem et the Ica Angetee , the Cubit Bob IYecker contribpted
Dodger staff. he first homer of the season in
It was pitching. mainly the wort the e:r,lith :hating on reliever Fer-
al Andy Metall •11d Don Drysdale I 'mon Jenkins.
that lad the Mama to die Na-
uo 
 -
Lag* llesinitin In IOW and
maim mom ma war iist be the
snorer to He Dodger pecan In
Intl Ws obvious that Odom and
tax Kenai and Drysdale is sup-
plying the earn mason moment-
MIL
By I died Press taisrasiniaal
Awerican Lawns
W. L. Pct. OB
Cleveland - 10 1 lOS -
Baltanore - 10 1 900 -
Bnde A Piano to Clad= A. Olatea• 
▪ lot an North ink Mama BeWelt - 10
Zeta Ann Poerawe gen Cairn Callionda .-
tanner to Cozy pupal, In samoils. - 4
Calloway Counity. aneca --
R. R. Carter and Dona Cann to Wathington - 3
amen P. Au= and Vamp Int Loans City -
Ins 12 w YIn Milo," Neork -y County
Mrs Kuban Ube and has lbw-
the Morahan to Brooks Odbaat and
Peggy Odom property tri teen la
Moat
Armee Wootiart and Vans
Winbart to Bloody Clans McClure
and Prank** Joan McClure. kit at
Wird and 15th Street
0•11041,111 County Land Co. Inc_
to Joe D Turner and Nancy
/UnsercM Plemmonci. Ind . two
leas In Pins BRIT Shares Snbilltt
don
Hayden Bogard and Besse Bo.
gard to Chaim Thomas Bogard mon 1-1
aid was= pognig, ompuper isr4 Contemn at Biona - Manes
















Ctothas Thossess Illionsel and
CAM, Loidoen Bawd to khan
Thomas and E 8 Roberts; prs.
petty an nighway 54
Inman Ilionan Serene Thomas.
13. Rotaw-...a, and Thelma Ronnie
to Olnaiss Thome Bogard and
Conthe Lorene Bogard. lot In
Highland Hal Subdivision
lamer Orgasm to Prods Oran.
an.. pinpotion of deed on 30 acres
counIY
Clattsothy Ranh& Inc to Jens
OWNS IndHe Mies Owen, kx
la claw ledge Subdivision
2111111bef alf•••• Inc. to Onhal
fraggend and Opal Illoglgard trf
Nadsrein Tenn Mt in Isdoesiny
Mores. Inc
Scold W Darned arid Reien
Darnell to Willion K Boma and
Arnim Protege, 011








Deitueore Detroit, I. night
Chicago 4 Clovekumil 1. IVA




Sa vs McLain 3-1
Chew° at Olowdont Atha
1-0 vs Itc-Dowed 10.
liannanollaat Waddedg. anal 
14 vs Duoltimith 42
Kansas City at New York •-•
dholdiin 0.2 at Delbert 161 la Plet.
Ray Radecki nth fanned seven
and passed three as the Cards stop
p01 the Chants St Louts scored
four rims in the third an Mx strahret
singles and added a fifth net in





thonnista at Wanungeon. 3
ifamis City at New Tart, 2
°unbent* at Boston. 2
Issismosi Lwow
W. L. Ph.
Snisaargh - 10 6 OR
Lin Minks - MR
dm Penn. id 1-Mt
Adman ID T NMI
Philadaphis - 7 8 MD
- All
at -taw 111- A6T
New Tont - 6 11
Clationde - 3 10 .221
Cleingo 3 11 214
ramy• al
•-•
Philadelphia S Chicago 1
N Y 6 Pitts 2. 11 Inns_ mot
11101
Wel Shah, and Weide W Min" Albinos 4 11•41110•1 3. nightOsestes M. Warner. lot on Ban- Lotus 5 Ran nun I. ruedry area. 
Loa Ant3 Cinelmeiti 2. nightIv/Wind Page &nd Plana& "We Retarders mama. radonSo James D Hooper and Judy IL
hoops% lot in Plainview Acres adb-
da•lebott.
Mary lirown‘ Male Wilson he
Anion D. Sibanis to Wayion Ray.
born, tot In Cloverdale Addthon.
Waylon Rayburn to Armen D.
InInns and Pamela Jo ElkIns• kit
In Cloverdale Addition
Chaar• oakiweil, Estelle
BIased Y Movran. and Linen A.
Morgan to Arne Scarbrough and
klergarst Scarbrough, two late to
aso Y Manor Scbtkvidart
Robert T Jones and Elizabeth
Jones to Boyce W Wilson and
lileinston Wilson; 40 acres in Ca/-
loway Count,.
Guy lads'. Executor of estate
of sitephen A Dangles. Sr bo
Thomas L. Wyatt he Myrtle Wy. =
att. 22 aerie near Pottertown net
On Murray and Pine Blob Wad
Prod Darker and Willie 0 Bar. 1
bet to Buford L. Winchester; lot
In College View AddItton.
•
.1 •
New York at PMgli -
04 .11. Wade 1-1
Plandelphla at Chicago - elsort
1-1 vs lintnnoin 14
at Lois at Han rranellico -
Phan Aar= pained the make
Inane lead in borne moo nub bo
abithrind his seventh of as aim
Friday night nth own down in Was
ninth to glee Manna a 4.3 Weeny
over Routtou
Roy angled with Owe
down end themann fun in the
nth Inning to highlight • four
Aster 2-1 vs. Stow 1-2 or Bolin 24.
Houston at, Atlanta night -
Dierke•r 0.0 vs Johnson 2-1.
Clinchmati sit Ins Angeles night
-Jay 0-2 re Kasha 3-0.
gowny's Games
how -Pesti at Pistabswerh
thIndsliphia at Chicago
Illainises at Atlanta
Etelligallti at Ins Angeles

























raterd our prices for pest
control! It still cash just
pennies a day for guaran-
teed protection against








Will Be Open This Sunday
See your Drug, Proscription and Sundry Seeds
WI WILL St °LOOM from
1 AO a.m. lo 1 100 pan. foe Oh uroh Kota
Attention Boys!
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in

















































































































Wee& et Apii 7
A. It MONDAY THROUGH
Jackson Channel 7 and
Network Programs ALIO On









1000 Andy of Mayberry
10.10 Dick Van Dyes
11:00 Love of Life
11•25 Robert Trout News
11.30 Search for Tomorrow
11:48 The Guiding Light
T. 26 MOND AV THROUGH
FRMAY, AFTERNOON
12:00 The World At No
1206.  Old Ttme Singing Convention
12.30 As The World Turns
• 1.00 Pamward
1:30 Hoar Party
3.00 To Tell The Truth
3:26 Dew Pktvrants News
130 Dire of Melt
3.00 Secret Storm
330 Tired Thourton Show
4:00 Bet Show





1:00 addle Hill Variety




/0.00 Tom and Jerry
Mir Quick Draw 1CoOrew
11 Pmeve Parer
12-00 Mv Friend Flicks
12 30 Sin K -or




5 00 Lined Thaxton
000 Neat
6- 15 Radar Weather
6-20 Today tri Sports
CYO Jackie Oleason
730 Secret Arent
•8:30 Let's Go to the Races
9:00 Clunernoire
10:00 Someday Big News
1015 Radar Weather
10:20 Today in Sports

































5.30 Death Valley Days
600 Lees
630 My Favorite Martin
7:00 Nd Ituninsai Meow
1100 Perry Mason
e 00 The Magic of Broad's/eine
030 What's My Illes
10:00 Sunday Nese
10:15 Rader Weather
10 • 30 Wood's le Wares





4- 15 Radar Weather
I:30 Today In Sports
6 30 To Tell The Teen
700 Tee Got A Secind
30 Lucy Show (Ooln)
8 00 Andy Oriffith (Color)
8-30 Movie of the Weak
10-15 Big News
30.30 Radar Weather
10.36 Today ki Sports
10 46 Hollywood Talent Scouts
12:00 Sign Off





1:30:30 Today In Sports
6.30 Arnerietinsim
7•00 Marshall Dillon
7 30 Red Skelton
8.90 Petticoat Junction
9 00 CBS Repnrei
10:00 The Big News
10:16 Radar Weather
1020 Today /n Spirts
10 30 Million Dollar Movie








6 30 lost in Spec.
'1'30 Beverly Hillbillies
8:00 Green Acres
8;30 Dick Van Dyke
0:(e) Dapny Kaye
10.00 The Big News
10.15 Rader Weather
10:20 Today In Sports
10 : 30 The Loner






8:20 Today In Snorts
6.30 The Ministers
7-00 Giliteran's Island
7:30 My Three Scow
8:00 'Thursday night Movie
in en The fig News
10:16 Rider Weather






6:30 Today /n Sparta
6110 Mid Wild Weet
7:30 Hosan's Heroes
800 Gomer Pyle treide
8.30 Smothers brothers
0:00 Trails of O'Brien
1030 Big News
1046 Radar Weather
10:50 Today In Sporn'





Network Programs Also On
Channel 4
Weds el A4M13 30--66ar 6






10 00 Morning Star
10 30 Paradise Bay
11-01 Jeopardy
11.30 Lone Play Past Office
11:56 NBC Day Report
P. M. MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
1300 News. Perm Markets
12:16 Pastor Speaks
12:110 Let's Make • Deal (Coke)
12:56 NBC New,
1:00 Days of our Lives
1:1071w Doctors
200 Another World
210 You Don't Say (olar)
3:06 Match Oarne (Odor)
I:36 HOC Afternoon Report
3:29 EarYro
4:90 Popsye
4:30 (31. T. W. To) Cheyenne
4:110 (Pit.) Pantie Party to 5110
















1:00 Weekend at the Wide
1:00 Major League Haaetall
4:00 Pile 6






7 30 Get Smart
8.00 Bat. Night a Movies
10 00 News
10 15 Weekersd at the Movies
SUNDAY
May 1
700 Faith for Today
'1:30 (Repel Singing Jubilee
II:30 Paducah Devotion
9:15 Hamilton Brothers G1110114
9:80 Christopher,
9:46 Sacred Heart




12:00 Meet the Prey
12J0 Frontiers of Faith
1:00 File 6
1 : 30 Hockey Finals
4:00 Vietnam Series
6:00 Prank MoOle
5-10 Madertimpt --A Self Porten
530 Bell Telephone
6 SO Wonderful World of Color
710 Branded (Colo)
800 Boron=
9.00 Packard Ship in the Army
10:09 Paw. Wilialing, Epode




7:00 John Forsythe Show (Color)
I-30 Dr Kildare (Color
8 00 Andy Wieland
9 00 Run Port Your Life
10.00 News Picture
10- 15 Tonight Show
PM TUESDAY EVIINING
May 3
6:30 My Mother the Oar Molar)
7-00 Please Dann eitt the Daiales
7 10 Dr. Kildare
8-00 Tueeday Night at the Movies
1000 News Picture













: 30 Mithie !Inn's
900 Dean Martin
10-00 News Picture
10:16 Tonieht Show Maori
FRIDAY AFTIERNOON
May 6
6 : 30 Camp Runienuok
700 Hank
'730 Sing Ake g with MUM
6:30 Mr. Roberts
9:00 Man from U. N. C. L. E.
10:00 News Pettus
10715 Tonight Show
Channel 8 — WSIX-TV
ABC
Network Programs Also On
Harrisburg Channel 3
Week of April 30—May
A. m. MONDAY rintoroe
FRIDAY. DAYTIME
6 11 Color Bars Test Pattern




7 30 Rahway Patrol
8 :00 Jere Uterine
630 Oartonne
• :00 Romper Room
10:00 Supermerket Sweep
10 30 The Dahng Game
11:00 Donna Raid Show
11:30 Father Knows Best
P. M. MONDAY Mare
P M FRIDAY WITENIN
12:00 Ben Casey
100 Ocinfidentsal for Woman
130 A Bras For Us
1:56 News For Woods
3-00 Oeneral Hospital
2.30 Tes Nurses
100 Never Too Young
3 34 Arlene Dahl's Beauty Spot
330 When The Aetion Ii
4 00 Superman
4:30 The Mickey Mouse Club
5-00 W,xstly Woodpecker
6 30 BI-Rite New,
8 40 Weathers:cps
5 45 ABC News
6:00 The Rifleman
10-00 Newt Scope





cm, weak wee, Timetable. Mb
7-00 Penner, Almanac
7:30 Oaph °oak's Crew
8:10 Beam and Cecil
9:00 Porky Pig







1:30 Carl Tipton Show
230 Color Motinee
4 00 Wide World of Sports
5.30 All-Star Wrestling
6 30 Cane Ar Herriet
700 Donna Reed
7 30 Lawrence Welk
8 30 This Proud Land
8:30 Hollywood Place
9-30 Jesse Junes
10:00 Man From Sbenandoah




11:40 News, Wee., Timetable.
6:50 Centel Report
700 God Is The Answer
800 Jake Hem and The Imperials





11:15 The Living Word
12:00 Oral Roberta
12.30 Lseues and Answers
100 Trails Wee
1 • 30 &offside SIX
2:30 Flinteto.nes
3:00 Vietnam Operation Sea War
4:00 Tanuny
4.30 Meadow Odd Farally TlYearrf
5:00 Cleaseit 31 -
6.00 /Thralls to Bottom otgilL2119









6:30 12 OVIccir High
7-30 Billy Graham Crusade




5:00 Roger Ramjet Cartoons
6.30 Combat
7 30 Billy Graham Crusade





7:00 Pen ty Duke
7 : 30 Blue Light
8:00 Billy Graham Crusade












5 : 00 Woody Woodpecker





NEW YORK 171 — ABC's *Pep
ton Place" goes tact to Ms original
twice-emeek schedule for the Dm
fail seamen. being 'hewn Mandan
and Wednesdays The Thunday
segment will be dropped and the
Tuesday airing moved to Wedeln-
day
Star of the -Teraan" video se-
ries, due next fail on NBC. well
be Ron Ely. six-four. 210 pounds, •
Texan He's had several movie roles
and starred in the old television se-
ries creed "Manbun RINI" That
onsigrenent apparently drove him
Into an eneatment in the Air Faroe
followed by • two:year trip around
the world.
They've suddenly derovered •
young son for Richard K.Ithle. flee-
ing hero of "The Fugitive." for the
aeries' fourth season on ABC next
fall Additional new spice Is expect-
ed to be added by taking Kimble
to quell foreign spots as Hawaii and
Mexico and by presenting the show
in coke'
— 
The producer of 'The Milton
Berle" hoer WI PAO Una Maim is
a rather funny -man blensif — BID
Dana who had his oven diellilin
comedy pales on NBC for Ian sea
sons end is better known to viewens
as the ohmmeter. Jose anima.
Dans started out in the MIlkseet es
• writer.
lend his voice
e° all mu Ilnelsi railed ' Bat
kw ofaway Mar," tibial will
be dam ei "Anirriswic"
croons. which ailinatatis dimen-
sional Pewee Meg dr RAM This
Is a sort of film mpperty yrithout
use of strings or hands Cugney
will voice Mg Bear. and the dimen-
sional figure of that chemester we
book muah Ike the star.
CBS has shined two hot talents
to king-item oontractis--lake Nic-
hols who is equipped to direct- write
or act and tee hung up • pheno-
metal gage record se a director
In recent seasons. end Joe Layout
once only a choreographer but now
on all-around man of stare and
telervireion. He created and crepro-
dared the two aociainwd Barbra
Streaand epeeists on CBS.
—JACK GAYER
DEBBIE'S DEBUT
HOLLYWOOD env — Debbie
(Tammy) Wotan will make her
movie debut in "Murata, Go Home"
at Uneverial where she starred in
the defunct "Tanwny" television se.
ries.
Special, On Stravinsky Is Planned By CBS-TV;__.
Documentary On Mississippi, NBC; ABC, Reruns
By JACK (AVER
United Press International
NEW YORK ,In; — The C138-TV
schedule for next week includes
specials about composer Igor Stra-
vinsky and the history pi in.oadcase._
trig. NBC will have a documentary
about changes in the state of Mire
slesintPi:
Sunday
U. S. Sen. Jacob le. Javits, R-
N. Y., will be questioned about his
• plaza on ABC's "Lssuee and
Answers."
"CBS Sports Emendator' will
have high points of the European
tour of the Florida State Circus
and a Wet Palm Beach, Fla., auto
thrill show.
If there his to be a Naimoli'
Hockey League Stanley Cup play-
off game, NBC will carry it.
The CBS "Twentieth Centnry"
retiree is "Target: North Africa,"
ehoveng the U. IL invasion of that
area in World War
"Mianssippi: A Setf-Portrad" on
NBC is an exploration of the opin-
ions of white ottnene of the state
about social, eoononuc and political
changes there.
ABCs "The Sunday Night Movie"
se-seine "Mr. Hobter Takes A Vaca-
tion." starring James Stewart and
Maureen O'Hara.
The Magic or Broadcasting" Is
a one-hour special on CBS on which
host Arthur Godfrey takes a nos-
talgic stroll down the mancry laces
of recta) and television.
Monday
ABCes "12 O'Olook High" reprises
'The Idoistce." A MMus friend
keno Odeeelmalt beething group.
71006 Ilsedikoad. Bid Caesar
and the Bunk Bap are guests CC
Andy Willleseig 3190 Hour.
NBC's "Run For Your Life" pre-
sents "The Savage Machines." In
which Paul Bryen ri.sta his life in
an auto race upon which the suc-
etre of a romance and bustness de-
peak
"Castle De'ath" on ABC's 'eller
Avengers" miniver gnats and an
electronics laboratory in an eerie rested for getting in the way of a
castle in Scotland
Tuesday
The CBS "Daktara" program has
the first section of a nneparter a-
bout buntere-aehe set a fere et-drive-
animal. as the lame Presetve:
Opera star When Merrill is the .
guest on Red Skelton's CBS Hour.
Secedes singing, he will participate
in a sketch in which Shelton does
his Sheriff Deadeye obereater.
"Tuesday Night at the Movies" an
NBC screens "'Me Eimage."
ring Chariton Heston. n
"StravitakY" On CEIS 111
hour portrait of the 83-yearal
compo.er.
Wedneeda y
The "Chrysler Theater" drama
on NBC is The Faceless Man, with
Jack lord, Shirley Krilght. _Jack
Weston end Charles Drake. A mer-
chant asemen seeking a friend in
a torah seaport section triggers a
mysterious murder.
NBC's "I Spy" remises "A Cup
of Kincksess,"—in - which the two
agents are ordered to kill a treas-
onous colleague.
The Danny Kaye repeat on CBS
Is a shOw on which Eddie Albert
and Wayne Newton are guests,
Thursday
ABCs "Betwitched" offers "Divid-
ed He Pada" Husband Darrin is
subjected te being :pet into nom
persons so kb "fun half" can take
• vacation With Samantha.
"The OM Thursday Night Mo.
vies" screens "John Paulo Jones."
Dean lairlint guests on his NBC
hour will be Dill Corny. Guy Mans,
Laberace avid Dorothy Loudon.
Friday
he "Sing Aicrig With Mitch" re-
peat on MEC Is • show featuring
• ehaneles and transformation of
chtedtal weele into poixilar songs.
"Out Metal" on ABC him "Let
No Men Illeeek." An American of-
ficer alelmed to work Dutch par-
UMW is murdered.
'Paean Me A Murder" is re-
pelled an 'The Trials of O'Brien"
for OBS. A movie producer is ar-
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Ceestineed From Page 1)
end about.
natation in short is legalised rub-
bery. It steals from • mane et
maimak pocketbook. AM as Mir.
lent* as any penftleloroll plek-
paiket Seery day Aflation Seib
a anable per mintage of an • owl
darn( Representative Chehalis
May of Winhington.
"Ilard-werkbig Americans don't de-
serve to be slapped with a tax boost
at bewese their government res
Ansa to prune ita po54 extranu
Illaneam But whatever the umbot,
the OOP Is doing a public service
by exposing the dimmed state of
official policy' Wall Street Jour-
isaL
The latter MI • new Mant on Melee
ten which we hod not tbouset of.
The Federal Government is mend.
Ing literally millions of dollars hers
in what is called a boom period.
It Ls sang depression measures
such as the job comps and poverty
prognun These two !measures alone
would muse inflation, let done the
eise in lb. GNP mused by the
Viet Mean War.
If this is a period of prosperity,
then all depreaalon measures should
be belted immediately so dast every
person and every municipally oouid
be as ssif supporting as pomade
and rely as little on the POWS/
government as passible.
A Mg danger Is our rebid= on a
strong central government. For in-
stance the clay of Della Texas
yesterday had a four inch down-
pour in a matter of two flours. Die
aster regulted in parts of the ol
gbh seven persons drowneng Dn.
medestely the cell went out for
Pederal assistanoe.
•
Continued reliance on a strong cen-
tral got ernment sips irritative on
the part of the individual or- group.
PROJECT SET
WASHINGTON ten — U. El Sett.
John Sherman Dapper. R.-Ky. and
Rep. Tien Lee Carter, OKy.. Pd.
day announced that Barbourville,
1111C1 the Fielibton Schad in
New Yon City have been dhosen
as sites for special youth ossnps
On &miner deeigned to prepare
teenagers for community action
leadetahlP•
DETROIT - Ford Motor Do.
had record profits in the fine gar-
ter when Its huge rival General
Motors had a slump. The Ford
fine quarter earnings were up
per cent.
NEW YORK — The City of New
York had to pay 4 264 per cent.
the highest rate it has pad since
1932 at the bottom of the depree-
Rion, in selling $341156 million in
bonds.
SOIL SURVEY . . .
policeman while filming tie the
streets.
Saturday
NBC's regional beadiall- panes
-brings together-
Cincinnati and the Mew Cubs
and New York Men.
The Kentucky Derby coverage will
be on CBS.
"ABCs Wide World of Sports"
will have a color segment on the
Rebel "400" stock car race at Dart-
ippon, 8. C. and international fig-
from Paris_ 
30hYs 'Saturday Night at the
Movies" screens "Boys' Night Outs'
shirring Kim Novak and Janus
Garner
"The Face is Famihar" is a new
half-hour game show starting on
OBS. Celebrity guests and other
contestante try to identify semen
bled facia of famous persons Jack
Whitaker is host for this 18-week
series. It replaces "The Loner"
skein.
Judy Garland is hostas for 'The
Hollywood Palace" on ABC Van
Johnson, Jack Caner and Johnny
Rivers are among others present.
.Hospital Report
(Centineed Fran Prne 1)
an each acre of and and the min
se-ration treatment that Is needed
to mainialn end increase the pro-
dud:rhea of the soll.
ltrigineertng uses of the all are ,
becoming mine important as the
urban population inerestees. Dur-
ing MN soll anopies were tabors
from and ISaWall aun-
ties toe needhanitel analysts and
other 1Ingt2eereng ten by the
Bureau at Public Reeds. The Bu-
reau of Puede Reader collerts in-
fonnidlon about the erwineertm
properties of representative soil
sertes in oounties where Sod- Sur-
veys are scheduled Dor publication
The information about the phylum:
properises of MOOS together web
the all map is useful ea determin-
ing the location of highways These
are examcres in same states wtiere
several million dolmas have been
saved by reocaning highways to
deed an area of a soil high in
day. The inforrnedon obtained a-
bout the representative mod does
not reptanr the need for taking soil
ampiero and making tests along
the omits of the highway location
eepeoliday where brideas, deep cute
end Mei and Other specific lo-
cation,
Migineering interruptions are im-
portant not onto, Or highway con-
tag aan for subdreisons
for▪ large tams:sings, ponds and tinge
Man. suitability of the soil for
septic Beth drainage, Mn_,
etc.
The photographs Elm the all
MOM being °Meted (Re 904-13)
On 0011 Marntlial In begs ready for
iltiaenent 'K. 111114-151 and a sub-





FRANKFORT. Ky. set — The
On. Orion of Appeals hoe grant-
ed a leave of absence to Circuit
Judge Hukh 0 Smith. Richmond.
Smith. an apostate commiraioner,
Is to be reinsta.ted whorl he Is
ready to resume his dudes.
WINS DAMAGES
PADUCAH. Ky. 0eV — A 17. S.
District Court jury here Fridley
ruled in favor of a truck driver
In • 151.000 damage suit. The suit
wee brought against James P. R1-
ley, Itreciorga. owner of a duck
involved in a NM traffic hot:lidera
near Grand Rivers. Orlon Ray-
mond James, driver at the truck.
• Millet In the accident.
Orglf CONG OFFICE
CAIRO IN — The Melted Arab
Ropabilea Ws reunited a Viet Cons
request to open a permenent of-
fice in Clem beginning May 1, sea




WASHINGTON OPt — Rep Hugh
L Carey, D-N , canes that large
fluniliee—especially from niinority
nouns—are bearing the brunt of
the draft. He wants revisions in
the rule.,
In a letter to Selectint Service
Director U. Gen. Leigh a Hershey
Thursday. Carey proposed selleidleb
Mg • rule tint only one KINI al a
time serve. He add it
twin the notion began to appmilets
the contributions large famMinall
mating to national security.
Carey Is the father of 10.
REAPPPOINT QUINN
WASHINGTON — President
Johnsen announced Thursday that
he woukl reappotnt former Rhode
&Surd IL. Gov. Robert Enured
Quinn. as chief judge of the U. S
Court of Military Appeals, a poet
he has held sane* 1951
_ Adide 75
Game — Ramey 5
Admissions, April H. 1966
Mrs. "Sandra K. Oteimore and
baby boy, Routs- 2, Hazel: leten:r
Leery Allen Schaper. 100 E. 171s-
Bentm; Mrs, Modmn. Gammons,
500 Cherry, Murray; Mrs. Donna
inanenl_ilren=ttnidn_
J. D. Ahart. Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
Enna Lee Wilson, 400 N. 4th, Mur-
ree,: etio Tamera Lynn Latent,
Wellinop Trailer Cowie Murray;
Mrs. Shirley Kinnick, Route 5,
Murray; Mrs. Audis Gooch, Route
4., Murray; Mrs, Noma OBryan,
Route 5, Benton; Mrs. Cathy Tay-
90', Route 1, Parmingten; Mr.
— Francis, 111 West Bend-
way, Mayfield: Mr Robert Hern-
don, 803 Meadow Lane, Murray;
Mr. Joe Ingegnn, 207 South 13th,
Murray; Miss Verenda NOithis, Rt.
1, Benton; Mrs. Mary Hicks, 304
North lath, Mutray. .
lillniemia April 27, 1968
Mater Orem*, Les Cahoon, 717
Elm. Murray; Itrs. Bee Cole, Rt.
1, Hand: Master Ricky Lane Sirle,
Route 5, Benton; Master Bryan
Eetth flrfis, Route 5, Benton; Mae
Dana Lynn Hoke, Notre 2, Murray;
Mrs. Reba Alice Clayton, 312 S.
6th, Murray; Mager Rodney Pas-
chall. Route 2. Kirtsey; Mrs. Inn
leaNutt, 616 Ellis Drive, Murray;
Mrs, Uncle Hoke, Route 2, Murray;
Mr. James William, Haute 1, Dex-
ter; Mils. Roeetta Reynolds, 928
Walnut, Murray: Mrs. Gladys Jar-
rebt and baby girt, Route 5, Mur-
ray; Mira. Tociele Paschall, 109 N.
13th, Murray: Mr. Heiner Key. Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Ethel Mae Powell,
Route 2, Calvert Clty: Mrs_ Ruenai
I. Thrner and baby bay. Route 1,
Akno: Mrs. &MIMI Kendall, 102
Garden Street, Murray.
nvs DAY FORECAST
The lbe-clay Kentucky weather
outlook, Saturday thr,Anch Wednes-
day:
Tenmecatures average 2 to
8 degrees below the normal highs
of 70 to 77 and normal laws of 46
tia 56. It will be mild until it turns
cooler early next week
Rainfall will average three-quar-
ters to one inch over the weekend
and the middle of next week.




Phone 753-5005 103 N. 5th Street
Announcing a Great New
Forage Crop for Farmers
Sweet Sioux"
I SOUTHERN STATES NEW
1 Sorgo-Sudan Grass Cross
• Tops for early and multiple harvest of high-quality pas-
ture, hay, green chop, silage and haylage.
• Combines the fast leafy growth of Sudan Grass with
high sugar content of Sorgo.
• Produces s ret up to 1,000 pounds of green forage per dayp
• Makes amazingly fast growth. Grows up to 48 inches
In 30 days! 69 inches in 40 days! Ready for grazing
20-25% sooner than ordinary Sudan Crass.
• Amazingly fast re-growth too. Even during grazing.
With minimum attention, second cutting will equal first
in yield.
• Sweet-tasting, juicy, leafy, tender. Cattle love it. High
protein and Vitamin A content too.
OW row Top-Quality Southern Votes Seeds Now
Calloway County
Soil !--"?.Assoc. Inc.
StUltit it, El. 733-2924










031nethutg chasm by the
Federation to to for oNe date. with
as date.
• • s
The Hamm Anthers Club ME
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. for
the meetang =di sifter summer
van. Even:one talarentd to at-
tend.
• • •
The ladies luncheon ell be M-
at the 0•11111 Country Club at
mc..11- OW *AY Alemoder, cbsr-
man 753-3370 or. lanyard neva-
than, co-craircoan. 753-6100 for ro-
serrations. Other hosted= are
Lou Atecoace Gloves Antenatal,
Annette Alexander, Margaret Bib-.
lock, thisunieditatitord. Fraroes
Buchanan, Jane Boyd, Carolyn
Reagan, and Jane Ftedrce.
• • •
Thereley, May I
The Town and Country Home-
makers Ckib will meet at the home
of Mrs. John Nathan', 1082 03Gete
Terrace Drive, at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
Robot Daniel wilt be cathode=
• • •
The tattier Sunday &hoot Claes
of the Memorial 13ap5iet Church
wit meet at the home of Mrs
Erdyne Joliet?. at 7:30 pan.
Friday, May 6
The May Felkanitsip luncheon of
the United Chunk Women wie be




a ftwaty faro and
PVI. 
on 
ClOW11 arvuncL it.. a sure-
foe way to make a children's
party, church ast club variety
dhow or bazaar the talk at
year town.
A arms theme boa appeal
ulkalleser the social .
sat What is a circus Mihail
ape= They're the INN
nor. at the Fig Top.
ikesten Own Oa Larth
et ahow Ike the extra's.
gads that Ittugling Bros and
Barnum & Bailey is putting
an at Now Tories Madison
Square Gad= through May
Idth otters thrills and chills.
spiae-itagebos, kon-raanse
act&
But what's everyone wait-
ing for? TIM boisterous buf-
foon battalion of dolma that
cob= an ilium abd plays it
for lamas after a breath-
Went display Of danger and
derring-dol
Tao wet gat a cage foil at
Lstis for • glow bazaar or
arthaw party (Mother
otild take • dal view) but
mai we the cirrus theme
aid be tbs laugh at the party.
All you aged Is a clown. Why
not mat
"There's Ealing to R." says
asse of Itaggiara formied
Mars. Coon the Clown- 'All
pt•I need la make-up am! a
'mamma"
lliareertive MeliaCp
The make-up is a cinch.
Since greasepaint Isn't avail-
able Parywheem Oda wog-
gods you bagigovire.
For whiteface. make a biz-
it mm otide and white
jelly. It should be
did grway. After Wm
Wedge over it with
eye shadow for
stubble and
orrill s your own. which
Draw eyebrows
should be camouflaged by the
visite zinc pf oxide mixture.
Here's How To Have
A Circus Of Fun
woe max as air right is one of the clowns pictured. Can y o guess which' These
111111 Aar law down make-up is usid. SAUL woculenng who thaxima la-2-3te Com, tar lat.
For red touches, use. lipstick
bert, cautions Coco, not the in-
delible kind. It's too tough to
get olf. To. easiest way to
rensove an your clown paint,
he says, is with salad on.
Instant Oedema
To create a bald kYrk. con-
ceal your hair by pulhng
white conch stocking (avail-
able at shops that cater to
mareas) over your head.
What do you do for hair?
You get orange. Ere= red or
yehow yarn and sew it to the
amide of a hat. Hight away,
yoo're good for a leugh. When
you take your hat eiT, rue
hair comes with It!
tleips
A funny nose helps, too.
Clowns twe putty but, beware,
It hardens
For amateurs, Coco erug-
gemt-s rutting a hole in a small
red rubber ball, then sto-king
'ten- nose into it Cut two
tiny bold at each idde of the
tall Tie one end of an elastic
band through each set, shp
the other end ever an ear and
your name Is set.
is 'FRE of 711:10ling. ft clown face. Coco tpic•
snatch stick to shape brows. They're drawn above his own.
•
For Ft costume. buy an over.
lure jazzy suit at a Salvation
Army stcp or buy a plain
sti,t and brighten It up with
crazy patches of color. The
bigger, the better the kfUlt.. Or
Stitch up a one-piece clown
costume complete with a rut-
Le around the neck. Its easy
making.
Now you're ready to go on.
You look funny. How do you
act that way?
Gag It irp
'You need props end Ma'
says Coco.
Make yourself a kIng-also
tooth out at foam rubber,
awing nett% to redline the
end. Palm the tooth, then
yank away at your mouth
with pliers and get a laugh
when you produce the out-
eize foam reproduction, seem-
ingly from your nOuth.
Put a hanikerchiet under a
hat and ann,unce you can re-
move It with,•it toisellireg the
hat. Make ci-th conic funny
magic word• and hocus-pocus
whole, then ask a child to
lift the hat to see if the
hankies still there When he
does. you pick up the hankie
WITHOUT touching the hat.
How corny can you be' As
corny as you like when you're
clowning.
"The best fun is getting the
kids to put on the act," /aye
Coco. `When a clown asJui
theta they'll try anything—
steeling on their heeds, hop-
pin& lumping, making funny
beim whatever."
Far mualcal merriment, he
sweets yea =Meat 8 soda
bottlev. tIllbg seta With a
slightly dillainilt amount of
Water (title Mk. air affer-
ent bites).
Cork the 1m000*. Tie the
necks onto a place of wood,
:21er It. between two tableslay h. zany xyloplume
with the wooden ends of a
pair of shoe trees.
Nobody glees away all his
profession*/ secrete but, says
Cloco, you can take what you
want. Just get a fried row
seat when the circus comes to





A t troWN's fit properly. Wear an over-
size suit, preferably a colorful one, and it's good for a laugh
•
• • • • 11 • '" • • • •
*MI NMI
•••• s
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Mrs. Harlan Hodges
Speaks At Meet Of
Zeta Department
Ma Haden Hodges protect= a
nita umiak= program at the
Meek= at the Zeta Diparneat af
ate Mummy Woman's Club beid
Ilaarechey twentrig ameo-Chow
Old* at the dub house.
Tb Lafe — With Lave" wee the
theme of the miry ingareene pro-
wl= (men by ad stx'
illes tatroduced Of las him Poe-
OD.
The ddiattrocrit Mrs.
A. W Simmonk Jr_ weeded at
Ow Mean= corang The mat:idea
were read by Mrs. tbarles Bak-
er. aocretary
Now tinkers for the ermarig club
year were (Mark or bakaws. Mra
Jack. Badly. chaurnart. Mini John
Thome train vece-cbeimean,
Md. Ruth Ithoirerood. aecrearry.
Mrs. Lae att., resectad tremor-
cr.
Allaanrig officers are Mrs Son-
atas, chassnan. ant Meatece Ry-
an, nce-cteennan. aod gra Char-
les M. Iniar, asernory
7 A mood bow ems bekt with re-
frmlionenta being sped kg Mrs.
John Plena Ma. L.. K. 10810eV.
Ma. John QUOrted9oull. NIA Lined




Of Lone Oak Club
As. nriudon. the farmer
Barbara Adorer:. diegeter of Mr.
: and gra 0 C Athcraft tfar-
: ray has been electec ;tendert at
the Lone Oak Junior Worm%
Club at ihe meeting heild Man-
day ewW thehome of Mrs.
Gene Hoek Lune Oak
Other arhcere were darted at
the mewing
Mra linanclon do handmaid




who expleined law It ts decided
=en • teserower armed as a
paranake ant when se an eatt.
Main* seat thet each mason la
an lizaimaiel person and mud be
treatad sidt and they can new-
er Or probated Be alai edgdminol
the nada, court proredure and




rou.,s To Be Read
Mr am aant Lem Pycketa of
awheid announce alba, mirage-
:nem of their haughter Shoran to
Mork Tabsone son at Mr and
Mm Ern= Terhune of Loeuerdle
Ma Puckett is to be • 101111
grudiade of Mayfidd fifth fickeed
wed • pbens to attend Oaddel Mae
Canape igehiglidd MIssiourt
Mr Tedium b the amoebae
wince at the Pint Merinatay at Ood
Chew= landed in Mortar Be
• Mai gandeade of Duman
liklboat Liaddille. He is now at-
tending Mann, Mike Urantalty
and pia= 8. hall= bas adanatien
at Collind Calks e alter odo-
meter lima harm










Sunday School .... sae aja
Social Calendar
Sallanlay, April 3111
The Mak of the Baby Canted
aponewed by the Murray. tpane
Onlegrally Dames Club will be head
lifilintala the and two at the Stu-
dent talon Bulbang from one to
three pm.
• • •
The annual luoicheen of the dor-
m aide thevereay, Weenent Ike-
da win be tilltlf in the Student
Craton beiraom st 12 15 p.m. Mem-
bent yea be taad for reeerwillans inset at the bane or Mrs. Mel,peke te 41W] M. Ward at seven pm.
iss*** cibint. wars rill meet at
the thumb at 1:30 pin laa. -Lola




awe Dpg eta sae bindi in the
adits 341111 am, angel a9m
sight mamas bee pat Pm west or
my twit' all 1111-2frie at the John
Pasco ciA North 14th
Stmt.
• • • •
perilew, May 3
The lanumai Ptectanal Swam
Dtarect Una Teo yea ham a
canner ragetang at. the Derby Re-
staurant, stx pm Dr
R T Peterson wig be speeder
dual will mom 
Lo-
in the lob-
la of Maid at COI kir
unepoeZtale to Fulton.
• • •
The Ethel Herman and An
Annerung Circles of the Hamel
Woratup Bernice 11:0 so.
Third Sunday
Sunday School 1.1:= am.
Fourth Bonclay
Warden Barytes .. Oda am.
driday Schad 10:41 ia
hew Cower. Clarele at Chigoe
David bald ealeaster
Bible Claws 10 a am.
Worship & Preactung 10.30
Evening Worthily 7:80
Wednesday
Bade Oiames 700 pm.
FrIestad-lp Omega at Uinta
Lake May, maister
Bible rtaii 10 00 am
P-eacteog 11.00 am.
El e Gee,. Baptist Church
We. A.- Farmer, pantos
Sunday School ____ 10:00 &as
Training Lebo  6:00 p.m
Werthip 11:00 ILIIL glad 7:00 pm.
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The there& ef Jame Meat
ef Latier-Day Odds
Meetings held in the lead chapel
at 13th Sycamore area:
lithallatia air ling 111:20 a.m.
aristla admit 10
Imarnessot Ideating . 11.00 a.m.
• .
•
The Jmile Indina Mahe at the
Collage Peasbyterian Church worn-
an will apt ot the home al Mrs.
Rat liasislos at 1.30 pm.
• • •
The Kathleen Jones Chide at the
age= Church WitEl will
• • •
The Ladle Moon Circle of the
P ait Dept4-" Church W1123
meet at the home of lets. Hers'y
Wacras at 7:30 pm_
• • •
of the drat liallnlog
meet at the bame of Mrs. lame
:Budd at 7J0 p.m.
• • •
Um Ruby Mil Hardy Cade at
the rwa Bead Church Widat
meet at the home of dm Reheat
Bentiogion at 7.30 pm.
The Oadvater Methodist Cbirtil
WIICS sill men at the ohtareti at
sewn p.m.
• • •




eacisti Of Carle- i
tilln fare= of ltilt Fut Melhadlet I
China eta haree a coded clab
biathlon for new members and the
larchvI tbe /Wheat attendance
at the ahlkt312 at 1030 am. The ex-
ecutive board will roe* at 9:46 am.
• • •
Murray Ameenbilyvlski. 10 Order df
the Rainbow far Oats wa meet at
the Mesonic *ma at soda pm.
• • •
The V.Mitie
atiitto Woman/ Club ellt Dad
at the dub home at 730 pat. lab-
tenons wan be Madames A. C.
Bander., C. R. Ford, May ligasley.
Joe Nell Rayburn, act! Min Obeli
Man
Girls, Special Project Of onsan's OW?
Jewel Manor, Home For Young Delinquent
By Edward T. Ikerallakit
The Kentucky Pokradion Of
W‘dikeit's Chiba awe comerecing
inound-breeking evidence on a re-
eels Sunday that ft is one or-
gatasiraon witch bee admen to cb
something for Its state trate= oi
asking the mete to do something
• • •
The Keppa DeperUneed at die
Maras Wammaa Club aid meet et
Sm dub house at 7:30 pm. Had
teem wa be Mrs John Mow,
Mrs. James Rogers. end Mts.
Medea Outland.
• • •
The Kidney Barron Ohm*
WMBw meat at the home Of
Mrs. Jackie Trove at seven pa.
• • •
Groupe I and IT of the Cliedelein
Womerfa felkeentup at the Wird
Cheat= Church wilt meat at, the
tune of Ms. Marvin Peahen at
2:30 p.m.
• • •
Otrop IV at the First Christian
Church CWT win meet with Ma
Henry Puitoo at ten am.
• • •
Welloreaday, May t
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have a
pciatok luncheon at the dub hither
at 12 nom Members with perfect
entenderire tea be it tiara at other
members. Manama are ltseelames
B C Harris. A W SamoxXis,
Jetta C. Takylor, Doted Tucker,
Eau Tucker. Wesley Wa/drop.
and Mama kianulton. Hole change





the Kenuaoky Department of Child
WMMre as co-apornor, la ocularuc-
an beanti-new
(reehment center tar young dein-
qua* fidellL
Thin VA/ be Keduckyle apt
much center Ax ads ordy and *
peaterned imuenetiet atter the nk-
-menge-ine-leers,
Kentucky now garages three and
hew a faucet gnaw nitet.nectiOn.







eckandlond gpillbalith near Lm-
-- to go to for treatment
commune of three readmitted
cottages, an actudieetnenon bulld-
og, and outdoor ihater and dee
arum the KFFAC-tilate peabot Wel
be located war Oetala Hate Bow
Pitalon Free Bei Read Jd-
I einem Cowl/
Plitiangly. the new *Mil* wil
be ash= JOU* Manor in hanor at
Mee W. al (Jewel) Heanittort,
Bardslown. grestiatt
tor the lea two rows.
mem Hanelbori played a major
pert both in conception and pro-
motion of the idee. of a rrewerneut
center for girl delinguantu under
14 mans at age. I am eldittlY taste-
fUl to lath her and the Petwation
for VAllit Mar base done tor Ken-
tucky.
I an ticid Sm Tesienitibon has
rated a total of $50,000 toveards
the peened- I am (oed. further, that
it plane to continue Is miallation
of donations. Any funds heed-
ed alter compietion alr the under-
taking van be pratieded by the
State.
Opention at the adageswOS be
a function of the Depeatment. ot
Child Welfare. lath yell contain
16 Bleeping runs, a muneelork
nun, and adage and darer
mama surrouncarg a Meg mom-
thane roam &Mk
The adages are planned for
end pions to fiedllate better
control of the girls ard make the
atmosphere es rion-liellituttered as
pie The satiety areas of the
cottages slat outsato housekeepag
and pennnal care realities
Kitchenettes loused in each dm-
Mg sees are to be timid uhane
economics training The girls will
eat In anon scours Proper 1000'
&nor and =meant yid be win-
ed at preparing than tar return
to nausea iluntly bang
The adonalaaaan baling di
include general officm, chiesmotnii,
a librery. morl • owatouullir meal
A superintendent :all be rained to
head the center and there ein be
case woad* to help the girls to
an moderate:lard cat their pro-
blems and atablintwnent at a new
pattern at lin
Own in residence lea continue
thew education so far se le pos-
sible under the direction at the
Jefferson C•nurty Beard at Edu-
cation It is planned to de the
commans run for mid-week de-
votional services ranks and other
imee-deup eiettellies tee whath •
cottage would be Madequate
The law =man Of tame 14,-
000 women in WM member data-
40 alma CaleAllatiOn Omit keeps
Peen= at the Wont lit tolet
ty aware d I af the seriousness at
die )uverMe eielifenmexV PiPhiers-
Me weeny at the slagaton is
attested at by a grediallei of the
US Deptrtment 011 Meath. Edo-
moon Weghr• fiat one of
every nine children elli be taken
ed • wedding at a amen country k
church. At the Oyler** of the
ceremony an usher dam darn the
aide with a raid tdole over his
amen, and wilt a grand deb=
droned tover the pew where the
brides mother sea to alt, Miter
union he escorted die brides
mother to trot pew It looked lo
me like the warted to be sure
everybody knell/ she tad a nett
mink sOale use faintly a not that
wen cid, and in ten* afford a




DEAR WAS: red.*. al es ef-
fort to be lees cessedemes. the
bride's mother mot bar ea* dole
down the elate Ida the ember
rather than wear a herself. Alas,
poor woman, she eosattet whs. It
foetus her stole stele the sbeer any-
way.
• • •
DEAR ABBY. My thaw Odd me
aome months ago that I =nub
Noe a latie surgery It's nothing
aerbus and need rpt be clone nu-
medirady, bat be advised me not
to put lit ad too long. I find my-
al p(wee' filar g" AP*
roman Masse at he at me
when I tea you, telor. I an drab
of what I toga say wide I'm
under the ansidwitc. The doctor
baba= to our dub and we have
tram mutual Mends, and it could
get very embarmeadng if I talked
too much ,Oan you help inel
AFRAID OF ME TRUTH
DEAR AFRAID: Go ahead and
have the -sundry aid don't worry.
Meet motors Roles Wealthy*, to
their pathed lesbian thrift
that, mond= easeadets. ant will
happily tone Woe bbidn they're
under emidas,the thaws are
hell be mem& tee seceded at Uwe
tbeii adea
-A • 
DEAR &KW 1nte Peen 8410 we
had a new heeding mitten% inatel-
I'd The two men eta did the
wort mote Oaring the whole bb
They even crzed my Prep One
at then inked Who added the
piece I proudly loid hem my
hintand acid I ad Then be add
knew It had to be ranethtng
the atm. I peter ma such a MOD-
▪ " The caber one del me
how much it am to build aid when
I Odd hat be saki -You were rob-
bed." Mhy, we the bur bane sod
_agiandkatiod., AD -AIM their
Inadownet We need awe wet dils
Yea failr essalitiming) and my
imp thew two 111-rnen-
ameg lbws boa 4r. cio a I *lot
visa albto ray home. eget do
you tier*?
ENBUILITD
DEAR INSULTIED: I may. I e Ito Noddle wart by the time be is
year hasimed bandit giet depart-
rt. mg. mu be Ili-manner.
at, bet aerie probably mespet-
eist, heneelt,' sat they kap where
• • •
PER
we, blarewordw of Detroit.
Mich . le 101e ruse rif he
Mr. and Ma. Woodrow lidioneriby
. • •
111r. me dna R. IL . Aoki" ' al
Wm. Mute Throw lime=
at de inane aid
tan dere pi the home of thew
(blighter and randa Mr and Mrs
ft C Snit Jr., and tons. John
Parker and Charies Dale. of Blown-
Seat Matt We. Snell and
sons spent Ms Marta lailidens TAM
her paste and they returned
home with them.
• • •
kr. and Mrs. Cleield Clailinore
of Hazel haute Two me lbe W-
ats of a am, agar Man. wdflo-
Mg six pounds serm tionow, barn
at 8 03 pm. Wednewasy, April 71,
at the letUMMI-C100111eff CburinY
Howpitet Onundperwars are Mr
and Vim ilithal af Reb-
ottle, Tenn.. and Mr. and Ma. Rex
Ontlantre of Matt Route One.
Oren grundpirenta me Mr. and
Mm W 0. almIlh of Mnranneh,
Tenn , Mr. arid lbw Bon Johnson
of Murray. and Mrs. W A. Oath -






members at the Joint Congrannotral
eandisous to a
Atomic ELproany=r
anolutioa umiak new attune to
eavb-ilmrensil-tif rocker weapons,
are esPeated to foi-
loiniP.P.19012.
A-110Mefil DEAD — Nuclear
physicist John it. Williams
(above), who left lila Uni-
versity or Minnesota poet in
1943 to betel nuke the Cyst
atomic bornb. Is dead to Min-
neapolis, Ulan.. at 117 He





ORTUIRDAY APRIL SO, INS
Poor Mod She
Just Cap't Win
BY Abigail Van mum






DEAR ABBY I wouki the to in-
vite a boy who So in the Myr to
our senior bail. but be map hot be
In town to go to at If het rot In
town for the bat, I don't mint to
be left Mang althout a chte. Out
It be IS to Wan. he's the tam I
went to tip RJ*21- IS thels WO Wel
to work tat
BAJLON.13 arm,
DEAR GULL: j,f you am redly
id "ea." yea earaido't be to de-
termined to go to the ban, kasw-
lag year sailor won't be =view =a
But If bet jest pother bey rased,
and you know a boy who'd pee
to your resod at the bet paate,
should Use osier shove oft ask
ams.
• • •
Troubled? Write to Ahliy, Box
60700. Ire Arndt's, çh& For a per-
sonal refidY, ttszicee a stainged, self-
addressed envelope.
• • •
For abby's booklet, Mem tie Esse
a Lovely Wedding.- mewl Se tenet





















Buy a Wt. Place Settle( mai
gii fee. Malang Siemer tad
Iralemnds is heirloom /WM
gleia4P11111442-56.)
 BOWS
8 Stamps Spreaders and
Men Plebs TWO Venn).
PLUS. Handsome brewer
Chest (11.25 Value) included
hes rinth pullet's* of eight
5 ec. Pleas Settings from
$340. Total Savings Stet.
SALE iNps NAY slat
• Urea Pram Reagell
L b R. no P. *woe.
moo ItreA4Wir
— AT —
lieGUISIION AUTO ELEMEitiVICENew C












































SATURDAY - APRIL 30, 1966
•
STORM DOORS, Windows, Siding
Garland's Aluminum Service. At •
price you can afford. Bert Garland,
Kirtsey, Keraucky route two. Pliant
k 4119.3627. 14.10,1
15 FOOT riaraoLmao Runabout,
50 h p Evenrucie motor with skiing
equipment, toe macros and alba
two gas tanks and trailer. Good
conclaaon and ready to sell. nnn00.
Phone 7534123 TPNC
2 ADJOINING L0715 100' x 100'
at lakeway Shore'. See Sonny
Tucker M 513% South 13th Street.
BINGEN. AUTOMATIC Sewing Ma-
chine In cabinet.. Sews on banana
makes button holes, montarema,
dpies all fancy stitches without at-
tachment& Sold new for over $300.00.
Balsams $66:40 or 116.10 monthly
payments. Write Credit, Manager,
Box SS K % of The Ledger & Tenet.
M-3-P
14 PT. FIBERGLASS BOAT with
ellit trailer, 25 h p Johnson Meller.
bought new lust July. Call 76.13N6.
A-30C
1967 011131VROLINT 4.41r lareltop, to
ain oar, low lee at 1066
Ryan Ave., or can 763-4006. A.36C
-
BLACK ANOUS BRILL Ranstered





maturate tile IhstSC Sialmet, central
lbeguallit $20,000.00.





TNT' LEDWER & TINTS - 1117TRAY, ICTNTTTCXY
South 9th. 1500000.
7-ROOM HOLM on 7th and Pop-
$6.260.00.
3-BEIXLOOM BRICK house, cen-
tral heating and airixxxlitionini,
un beautiful shed) waterfront lot
Pazursana Stiure. $/0.50000
FREEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor, 753-
vat or 436-5427. A-30-P
3.BEDROOM BRICK, fainAlly room.
baths, built-hi appliances, extra
land roora, lute of extras. 760.8040
A-30-C
11166 DODOE Caxton for only $60.
Can be Wen at corner of Third and
Maki. Mime 754-7403. 143.0
l'WOYEAROLD, solid black Tern-
nee Walking Horse. 54" high,
broke and gint/e. James H. Fodor,








NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK, ceramic
tale bath, beautiful hardwood floors,
carport and utility, storm windows
and doors an lot 100 ft. x 235 ft.
Raluoed to 112.500.00 cash for Quick
sale or can be financed low down
payment Pantaloon with deed.
Wayne Slaw or Claude L Miller,
Phones 411114'?13 or 711:14064. 38-3-C
At Th. Movies
.roR CAPITOL ANL) DRIVE-IN
information osll 7534314 anytime" -ONLY SEVEN MORE DAYS till
WC Doan Martin is Pielre l!.! 1-T-0
Offered -FeinaTe -Weip Wanted
SEX TERMnIala SWARMING, oil
Ward's 'tenon° Co. Priem range
from li50 to >70.00 for treatmentof




with family ram. Avtulable now.
Phone 751.4;71, 11-90
NOTICE
WILL DO IRONING Call 753-6601,
ANYONE INTERBSTED in toking
care of Temple Hill Cemetery see
John Grogan, Henry Madras or
Buin Jones before first Sunday in
May. A-30-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service,
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sand-




will build a 3-bedroom, 1% bath-a
brick bane with oarport and
garage on your ion For more
information. write:
K i1nsberry Homes




New historical novel By CLIFF FARREL
Toe' the Doubleday • Co. sorrel. published by
ariaagresiest with August Lennie., Literary
agency. copyright 0 151118 by Cliff Terrell.
Moo' ,4 by King Features Srndscater
WSIAT MASI 111APPV.sflte
Kith, St.t's,be rciutiard Lu ,Lock-
port 1-0Lr ,r.-, tr. lain to
iat.i.d a Most
I. We fa. We deaths of Wog ass
rasa to Letasert's
to avows
• , !he officer
the false rumors.
Inn to Ornate be
Pscifki
satere?a.ntricad
Irao lanai r.r1 Kirby t•i
the 1-ertIfill






synamhs, Kirby wise nom






warerte• had bees de, et
Pab -,an her father bed
I, et: d was bull& theIfir RN. thromb 
. wean his
esters and wife Stella had rw,•••rt
from °minis Coll" TS,. Kith)
found Stens • tee-rafted widow.
ar only long enough to tell me
10 Warn lgg1.-
-And had he really been kick-
ed by the horse?"
"What else? There were the
deep marks of the caulks on
his Wad."
Kirby was reluctant to ask
the next question. "What about
Ray? Ray Coleman? How is
he? Have you talked to him ?-
Stella stared at Istnt appeal-
as though prajing that he
would not push her too far. "I
haven't talked to him," she said,
her voles very faint.
Kirby drew a long breath.
That had been no answer. This
the WIN lo to, to sal.
Information from Stella
Hi patted her band. "I can't tell
yea how sorry I am about Les,"
he said. "If you're going beck
to the A St
IA rati.
"I'm Ma VIM back tonight."
she gait '11110 Cattail will take
care of the place. Ben's my as-
sistant. A fine man."
"I'll see you tomorrow..,thsai"
Kirby said.
"You mean you're staying?"
CHAPTER 12
"I THINK the trouble hits
I something to do with the
route Mr Coleman located for
the railroad," Timmy Venters
said to Kirby McCabe.
-The route " Kirby said.
"That's imposable. Ray Cole-
man never dhl any locating for
the Grand Pacific. He Wit with
the Central Pacific for nearly
three "
lie broke off. What did he
know about Raymond Cade-
men's whereabouts these past
sax months? Really Imew?
"Mr. (Wyman Is here In Ant-
kw." Timmy said. "I reed It
In the newspaper It called him
the famous locater who helped
decide the route for thenthnon
Pacific. He -"
Kirby halted her and spoke to
Stella Venters. "Lio you want be
finish it for me?"
She was ashen. "I'm sorry
you came to Antler. Kirby. I
tried to telegreph you to stay
away. I didn't know about the
letter Lee had sent ).iii until
Just before he died. He told Me,
almost with his lest breath, to
warn you to stay away from
Antler."
"Warn me?"
"It was too late. You had al-
ready left for Antler."
"You maim IA', eras afraid
something might happen to me
here?" He paused. "Like what
happened to him?"
Her silence was her answer.
"Just what did happen to
!Jeer" he asked.
"I tell you it was an acci-
dent," she burst out. "We own-
ed a racehorse. A retrittion. Lee
always had been wild about
home owing. We had ft here in
the corral beck of the houses.
One evening he wentiout to
make inire everything was all
right with the horse before We
went back to the Aces. He did
that every evening fie was
gone tinustially king. 1 found
him lying In the corral. He hed
been kicked in the head He liv-
Kirby studied her "What la
it, Stella?" he demanded. -Why
can t you teli me whit" this is
all about ' Are you Wing
threatened by 'someone?"
"What an Idea!" she protest-
ed. "Who d threaten me?"
clumped flat was silent. Ino
snadow moved A locomotive
whistle hooted dismally in the
railroad yards.
He decided that his fears
were groundless. Nevertheless
he nad the six-shooter in his
hAhd,hts thumb on the hammer,
ready for action.
When the shot mine he in-
stinctively fired back into the
guallash. Someone Mid been
crouching in the brush fifty
yards or more &head.
His hat was baited from Ins
bead by the savage hand of a
bullet that had been meant for
his brain He was diving for-
te:and-An his terao, humeri awe
as he went down. He braced
himself on his elbows, the pis-
tol ready for more action
Stella screamed in the house
-.Y.Cat_arr..12
shouted. "inn all right."
He heard tbe faint sound of
someone runnfng away. but was
unable to locate the direction.
No more shot, came. Silence
settled. The bushwhacker had
fled,
He timid his hat. Fifty yards
Stella cried protestingly. "In and darkness had been too
Antler?" much of a handicap for the
Marksman. He had missed, but
only by an inch er so.
Men presently came from
Lincoln Street to Investigate the
shooting. One was wearing •
badge.
Kirby pined C'em "You take
part in 0'6.7 thosain mat, .
the man with the badge askyo.
"I was the tame..." Nan/
said, He poked his
through the hole in ria in'. *I
'need a new lii. This r • ..•.t
4.ftie-rest good the n-xt
rains. My name's bleCabe. e: r -
try McCabe."
"You wouldn't be tna 7ITCr:
that was 'whipicrackier for
'Central Pacific when On- e.'ar
Meildin% hell for leather, Onvarti
Promontory Point"
When Kirby confirmed that,
the man said, "I've lie.ird of
you. Name's Larsibee. Jem Far-
abee. I used to be with the
Union Pacific. Itin company de-
ter captain for the Grand
Pacific now. A couple of these
boys are special offieers, work-
In' for me. Who tried to punch
your ticket 7"
"I wish I knew." Kirby
"I'd look him up and take his
punch away from him."
Larabee sighed. "That's what





ything Got any wit-
hal this other fellow
first to trip a trigger
Sten Venters and her daugh-
ter had opened the door of thnit
hoitie an 1 had been listening
Stella spoke "1 can testify ti.
that, Mr. Laraheri Mr. Kirby
had just left our door, after
visiting Os. He was a good
friend of my husband and had
come to pay his respects. The
Irina shot was fired trim a
distance."
(To Be Connewof al fosstlay)
Fr= the & nnyei pohlimbrd by arrangem,,at Willi At Lentileet t,iterary Agency.
INS by OM Farrell. Distributed by King Features Syndicate
• • •
BUT IT didn't ring true Kirbysensed that he hail hit near
the truth. Again he saw that It
would be cruel to force from her
whatever she feared to tell, _me
he moved to the door.
"Good night," he said.
"Have you got • gun. Kir-
by?" Stella asked abruptly.
Kirby eyed her. "Not with me.
I aft it at the Motel."
She moved to a cahlnet and
opened it. Rifles iind fowling
pieces were in racks, along with
a brace of fine Navy pistols
with Ivory gripe.
She handed him one of the
.N11.14.11, which waa the
cap and ball type "It's primed
and capped, she said. "It is one
of Lee's guns 1 know he'd like
you to have It-as a gift."
"Gift?"
"This in a rough town:" she
said "People are being blud-
geoned by footpads for permten
In their pockets. You might
need • gun. Goodt,ye, Kirby."
"Goodbye? That mounds like
an Invitation never to conic
beck, Stella."
She did not *newer. She and
Timmy stood In silence as he
opened the door and left.
He closed the door and -
sr en d.ri the steps swiftly, th-n
crouched, peering and listening
Stella had not given him the
grin merely for defense against
footpads. He was sure of (bst.
He could hear nothing, see
nothing. The weedy, brush-
LADY FOR COOKING and Wit
housekemAng until first of June, for
elderly lady. Call 753-3406, A-27-C
FEMALE PERSONEL, for staffing
an entire crew _for new Palace
Drive-In. Pull and part time aotia
available, inside and out, waitress.
es, Woo kitchen help. Apply in per-
son at 16th and Chestnut at loca
non from 9 a. m. to 4 p m , Monday
through Saturday. Harold Frank-
lin manager, Jerry Webb assistant
manager. A-30-C
WANTED TO BUY
USED 32 or 38 Caliber 9 & W re-
volver. After 5 p m., 621 Ellis Drive.
TF14in
.smoces/0"-House Ftspub-
lican Leader Gerald Ford of
Michigan tells reporters in
Washington that the Penta-
gon is rainy of "shocking
nuarrianagenuent" of the Viet
Nam War. Howeter, Senate
Republican Leader Everett
Dirksen of Illinois said he






,,HOLLYWOOD 1311 - Televielon
abtor Robert Horton will return to
movies for the first Maw in a de-
to in 'The Dangerous












'KABUL, Afgliaaistan lit so-
viet. cosmonaut Ciimennea Tiow
left for Moscow Thuneley after
an eight-day visit ex.preseed optun.
ism on closer cooperation between
Runes, arid the Cotten States In
VaCe
11011:14JTV 111E'ITER
- - LONDON- - Brtnah De
Premier George Brown left, the hos.
Intel Thuraday after treatment for
a gastric complaint. He was expect-
ed to oarivalesce at home for sev-
eral days. Brown, who has a his.
(cry of stomach trouble, entered
the houpital lam week after com-
Pflantrier of abdominal pains.
WITH THE SPADEWORK DON -Mrs. W. Ed Hamilton.
Bardstown, president of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, speaks at groundbreaking ceremonies April 17 for Jewel
Manor, a new treatment center for delinquent girls near
Louisville. Seated behind Mrs. Hamilton on the platform are
Governor Edward T. Breathitt (left) and State Child Welfare
Commissioner Maurice Harmon. The center will be con-
structed by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs on
30 acres of Central State Hospital property leased to the State







; WON.:Cit WrIAT CRARLIE DOBBS
15 DOING WAS' -RIGHT THIS MINUTE ,/
LET 11-1E NETWORK
GO BROKE.r.'
•••••••• /. •'• • • -•••• •
NAT VISION INAIHINI
AronIN - Wham gunmen
Thurailmeidsmildlidd it lama trade
union Bader at be kat bit house to
go to work. The unksogit, Manilla
abdulmand as Sandi. Wee aecreturo
of the Aden bank employees and
waters' union
WAHEINOTON - All employers
sign collect 114,000 a month or More
in fadatil payroll taxes will have
So Dem the money on to Uncle
Sam twice a month instead of once
a month starting in Jaw 'Ibe gov-
esnmetins new computerized 8,C-
countiaw,system is abbe to beside the
coilietions math faster. About 76,-
000 oampa.ndee will be affected by
she Mange.
TRUCK HITS MINE
TEL AVIV. Israel tIlt - An Is-
raeli military truck hit a land mine
Thursray on the Kurker Road.
which is in daily use 300 yards from
the Jordan frontier near the an-
cient monlument of Musseds, a
military spokeanian said. There were
no °muskies.
TWO  FLEE REDS
GoETTINGEN, Germany Eh -
Two young East. Gertruan SerProlin
iota. 16 and 16, fled maim Com-
munist mane fields into West Ger
01012 lower F.axony early Thursday





PERFECT FOR LARGE FAMILY
NEAR GRADE AND HIGH SCHOOL
This is a brick home with five nice bedrooms,
two bathrooms, study, den, utility room and carport.




Has gas log in fireplace. House Ls on large 105
by 135 foot lot. Well landscaped with trees, flowering
etc.
Two bedrooms and bath downstairs, three-bed-
room: al..: bath upstairs. Both full bathrooms, both
tiled. Ample closet space. Study has bocus.-Lelves,
built-in, with space built for desk with long fluores-
cent light mounted over desk.
Modern kitchen with built-in, brand new dish
washer. Has disposal. Newly redecorated both inside
and out.
Tucker Realty Co.
502 Maple Street _ _ Telephone 753-4342
I FEEL SORRY FOR THE
PATLENT WHO LIAK6 Vf3 FROM
THE OPERATiN6 TABLE, AND 5E16i
417U HOLDIN6 THAT BLANKET
BUT THE FOLKS IN WASHINGTON
SAID THIS LIGHTHOUSE /ON' T HAD NO
KeEPER FOR OVER 7WiNTY
WEARS::








ylo -MINK I CAN. .






















TAP trnar& & TEMPS — atritatAy, ICENTOCKT





Keeling in Lathers& 111therteee
Selma
Bible Study 10 00 am
Worship Service 11:110
Sperling Worship COO pm
Cellar" Po...between Metre&




Preserteman Youth S 00 pm
Westmlnster Fellowship for
College Students 6'30 p PI
/teeth Pleasant Grow
Methodist Chore\
West W Owen. udeleter
▪ inv Schno' 9.45 am
Idorninie Worshin





treaterental fisareb at nail
alenoad elseatiest
Rey James T. Tall. Paella,
Illentlav School 10'00 am
Worship Service 11 -010 sin
Eseritne service 710 pm
Wedneaday
Prayer Went* 1:10 p.m
friday
P P A. 7:45 pm
eliel lemelled Chapel
Rstalls Whoa Street
L D. WIllmen. msg.
flemdav School 9 45
Morniny 1/1,4-attirs In le
Evening Woedup 7•1116






Re, 3•0111111.• F.11101, 0•010,
risurrh School 10 00 • in
worship Service 11 00 a in
illanda• Nisrist fterince
ilamior and Jur •••e MTV 4 flO p m
414un4se MeV 0:4eohlp serre...
Veen 2,5 and 4th
Pkuiday 100 pm
Tienseesed IIa Chun\
Maki OWES at Teeth
T. A. Mailer pasts,
illendag Prhall 0•411 •m.
Wilirgair IMAM 10 SO a in
Tialabig
  4-01
I Aar.-11001.2   6.30 pas.
Render Walla*
104-Mar ) 110 pm.
fAgsr.-11ret   1/119 pa
ivremplilliMin
▪ liNimisiti 7 10 Rs
lama essamberlang
Merenall.
atindliP 10 110 am.




Tragn'rer Union 110 gm
grontne WarldvW Till pat
Wednesday Serino* 710 am I rms. %peat Mori*Rode 17•Imett- ant Paid I, Rev WIMP la4b0•00- osideseWayne Garrison. Training Miss PIM Aov Reboot 10•00 • nsNreetor
An investment in Your Future
alsrstdo• Schoo.   WOO PM
Worship SerrIce   1110 sum
 sumer Ment:r_g
Wednesday 710 pm
Traaung Union 4:11 pm.
ironing Worship T:15 p.m.
Murray lalialan dm&
Rev Sambas Wank Pasta,
Ssmdar School   11:111
Worship Service   wile as
Greve Plain Mardi sr Arlie
James Yaks. mgellMer
; Ronda. Bible Study
wliij Worth*
Patesonal Tvangellee
Class   4115 pm
Vesimisir I/anal,  701 pm
i Wed. MP Wady   1•1111 pm'
10 fin • m
11-45 ant
Caw Closirrh elf Clain
1441 North Mk
Pawl Reim nieibter
111111119 etude   9 so ain
1Miorufner Ward*   10 In sin
livening WE ... 7 oft pm
led- Week • 7 no pm
Seventh Day Ativent tot ("bare b
15tb and Rvessnwer.
Para. Joe* Darnall. pasta.
Sabk.ath School dat 1i n re
Preaching. 9at 2 110 pm
Plod Chranso Morels
III 11 Pins firreet
191101sin M. Porter. --





Mil Ries Ive"olrehlp 6.1n Pin
Cl'! ron0.100ste see p in
mrivis renewoest0 deal Waillsvoilar
CRIP Own ida9L ¶dTagleip
Plemen4 Tanen Came& at MAO
Illmese-Palliirlisege heed
Loewy Ulm siOnime.
malle aornde . . 1900 0.111.
Womble WairdiM lisa
liraniar Slorallse I -IS pm
Pee Pernienner MOO. Avid
RM. 10,41M41. Milabler
bi.litudg 110-00 • ses.
lisralso Warier" 11•00 a m
'Milos Mow 1101 pm
insIvat •101 pm
Wet 111119 6-10 pm
reW Raga* Cirageb
13. C C00•11. peeler
Smarr farhont 9.20 sin
Iflarehte Wore/lip 10-45 sm.
?Midair fleitior 4 10 DEL
111PEIshor Weruhly.
lbenaderust4 't SO pas
Prayer meeting
Wednrods• 7 IP DES
Sesta' neon Illsanuot MIRO
Rey loran Tamest asE609
111-111 sa
11 110 ILA&
St Ilse Callsalle Chum!
Oil tl 1711 Meese
Roo Mania alls011ast. issotor
lamder bliaseran am.. 11 am Si
4 SO pm

















Kest. 3 - Peellialleare
Bra Jame G. MOP Paster
Sunday Mimi imoo VAIL
MOTE*, 1001000 . . 11:00 • JIL
I04010 1:40 pie.
▪ 111Porilsits pia.
W. limper Meeting 715
OIL Plessant Cembesiand
Presbyteries (-hers.\
Seg. WW1* it peeler





idornigg Wgisilp le sta.
@undo, Mat Sacelse Ili pm









swine cr..% esssers mese
new Mum Beillms. pease
Owseday it.M.
Monster Wiirshta 111S am.
tousling Worship 7111 pa
Wag 142dit 'PM pm
Training Union CU pm
/aim Waged Anna
Bea Sedise
Sundae Sehool 10.8 cm
Morning Word*/ Is nn a m
Training Vinton 7-611 pm
7-90 pa
U 4 Week Prayer
Service
siewre ISeassews Chard
W. I. MIR. seWleter
Sunday School 19 00 am
Mornine Worth'ri 1100 am.
Evening WortshIP 7 00 pm.
Y out h Fellowship 8:30 pm
w.dnindag
Prayer WrigUng I:Pi p in.
Imingl Grew
Casails of Use Naaerams
Elibere. Ky.
Vim Wilda Nberissy. paean
egii1141  10 00 sin.
10.11 WWWW  11 00 am
OMN Illorokso .. nO pm
Prayer (Wed 7 pin
Fining lignSto 700 pm
Merry °mem leggin Morel
Mgr. Mord llamab. Pastor
7:110 pa.
E
'Train yaw ham k, ?bon A par at ka ake
etilh5P071 *17- 170:-.30300: u"ppaamm ni
Ruining Union
libeilerven:wWoras
Wednesday night 700 pm
The church plants the seed of faith, waters and tills the soit.
These are the things that a church can do, and no more...
then God provides the love and life-giving essentials. The
growth then depends on the type of soil ...is it barren...
mediocre...or fertile. Your life with God will grow according
to your will and desire.
"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the
ungodly, nor standeth in the way:of _sinners, nor sitteth in
the seat of the scornful. But his delight is in the law of the
Lord; and in his law doth he meditate day and night. And
-Wshall-bilike a tree planted by the rivers-Arloater.
The Church is God s appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for moo and of His demand for moo to respond
to that love b loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-
ment or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-
self and his family. Beyond that, however,
every person should uphold ond participate in
the Church because it tells the truth about
tnan's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him fret to lire as a child of
God.
Coleman Adv. Sem






*CA Wirier - rriristalre - Ilaytag
FREED COTTIAM COMPANY
Heating - Sheet Metal - Alr-CondltIontna
411 MInle Street Plirme 73:1-4911






M ,rrav. Hy Phone 7 33 4852
RatablIshed 1937
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
For All Your Fertilizer Need'
Murray. Ky. Phone 753-1933
WILSON USED CARS and
AUTO REPAIR
Expert Automatic Ttanamissiort Repairs
Sports Cars
7th /It Main Phone 753-4841
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
SET) CARS — MINOR REPAIRS
"W• Give S&P Green Stamps"
Day 731-5111l2 b Melt 753-3548
MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
Auction Sale Peen Tuesday, 1 p.m.





Downtown Branch — 5th & Poplar




"You Meet The Nicest People On A Honda"
THOMAS HONDA SALES






Bowling At Its Rest — Fine Food




Fifth and Maple Street
Rey. Lloyd W. Ramer. pastor
Church School 9:45 am.
mornIng Worship 8-45 and
10 50 a m
Jr & Sr Fellowship 6 30 p m.
Evening Worship 700 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ
Cahean Crocker, minister
Bible Study 10 00 am.
Preaching 11:00 am.
Wed Bible Study 7:00 pm.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Caswell
Rev. Coati Barnett, Pastor
Sunday School 10-00 am
Morning Worship 11.00 cm.
Young People 6.00 p ns.
Evening Worship 7-00 p.m
Jekevales Witneiges
Neil W. Lucas. minister
1117 North Fourth St.
Bible lecture Sun 3-00 p m
Watchtower Study
Sunday 4.00 pm
Bible Study Tues 8-00 p To
Ministry School Thurs 7 -30 pm
Service Meeting
Thurs. 8:30 pm
St. John's F.plarepal t'harels
IC6 Main St
Per. Robert Borchelt
Sunday School 10.15 am
Worship Sem Ram 11.15 am
Holy Oceirriunnc Sundae
Call 753-8909 or 753-6908 for infoo
!nation
Gaskets Methodist Church
Jahn W. Amber. pastor
Pre •nd Third Sunday'
Sunday School 10 00 a.ni
Worship Service 11-00 am
Sernnti and Fourth Sundaes
Sunrise School 10-00 am
Methodist Youth
Fellowship, I- IS pm
Worship Service 7-00 p1
Lenn Grove Methadko Church
John w Archer. pastor
Fire and Third Sunday,•
Worming) Service -45 am
Sunday Seh 0̂1 10 45 a m
Second and Fourth Sundays
' Sunday School 10'00 am




Sunday School 10.00 am
Second Sunday'
Sunday School 10 00 • ra.
. Worship Service
FoSuunrthdaSyunSt7hay-oo 
11 00 a m
Third Sunday'
Worship Service 
.40 00 a m
Sunday School
MY! Sunday
(3nd & 4th Sunday's)
9 45 a in
10 45 • ns
7 00 pei
7th • Poplar Church of Christ
Sunday
Bible School 945 am
Worship Hour 10 40 am
Evening Worship 0-00 pJf.
Wednesday
Midweek Bible Study 7-30 pm
A FRIEND
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
Complete Auto and Truck Service
200 P 7th St Phone 733-1751
A FRIEND
JONES' DRIVE-IN
"RFST RARRIKIT7 IN TOWN"
Carryout. - All Popular Sandwiches
Curb Service At All times - 7N1 -14N9
MURRAY AUTO SALVAGE
"WE ACV WRECKS"










































































10 45 • m
[mays
10 00 am





10 00 • re.
1700 • m
-40 00 cm



















United Press International In Our 87th Yeir
e
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Selected As A Beet An Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Mother-Daughter Banquet At




BIB Keel writes from Titusville,
Tiorkii that he le now able to work
four hcam a day and drive has own,
car again. You remember that Bill
suffered a severe heart attack same
time ago.
Says he ism received over 100 cards
and letters If you want to drop
• abort note, card or letter
addles iit to 203 Barna Avenue,
Titurrniie. Monde.
&sandman Foot Owe Inditute
' comes up with the folinrang.
Wear shoes properly fitted. Cor-
o ready fitted sham should be a halt
Inch longer than the longest Oas,
a quarter-inch wider than the wid-
est peat of the joot. and Wm back
ariouid cradle die heel &nutty to
prevent rubbing
Dent wear the mine shoes two
=Da in auccemion
Do bathe feet awe or even bwke
$ • day. Dry thoroughly and tat
fa* powder.
Do exegetes your ben Wiggle tom.
etc.
The institute Woo *creosote KIWI,*
toed Aloes which will ftt folks bet-
ter.
The FRI ledennaptng a National
Ak re-me Intannation Center wench
vial be loose= at TBI Headquart-
ers in Wathtniflon. In a
Scheitifteally star= data on MI
crimes and criernris wtli be held
there to be pultel out on elquent
by local or rate officiale or by
FBI offices her the nation
Fairer Reeve rays *We we m-
eans to he bring the ful impaot
4111 of electronics into the fwht want
Moe and viaence. We believe the
Crime Information Cen-
lgiriall nisterlally Merriam. the erf-
fedgemers of our profession and
amia entorcement in la primary
objective — pretecting Inman Ede
and property "
---
Big Maga( Day at Benton vithich
sal be had on May 22 features
nhynina known as "Southeirn Har-
Illinonan and they conetaute the on-
rerunning use at hhapenote"
singing in the wand Shapenote
sinirirw was developed for people
who could Twit read nitric It was
developed by "Singing Bnly" wok-
PT, an evanmsellit in
The Rig lag was MOirted in 1801
and draws folks from mils around.
Henry L. Driver
Is Now In Vietnam
V8 ARMY. VIETNAM (ART-
NC' - Army PFC Henry L Driver.
'Show wife, Maria. thee in Naze
Ky, was assigned to the 173rd
Airborne Brigade in Vietnam. April
V.
Driver. son of Mr wri Mrs Ruby
J. Driver, Route 1. entered the
Army in Septenber 1968, comp/et-
ed basic combat training at Fort
Jecinion. S C and was rat
lewd at Fort Denning, On
The 19-yearend =idler attended





Cloudy to partly otourtn tonal
with chance of light rein wiuth-
neat portion Ikon teidan moony in
Partly (*Judy tonight and
TI/PadaV Low tonight 36 to 46 with
watitereet fret moony wee and
cenUal portions.
Principal Eli Alexander was pre-
sented with an honorary life men-
benship by the Murray High School
chapter of the Future Homemakers
of America at its annual Maher-
daughter Banquet held Palsy
evening at the Murray WC•301e•
Club House
Miss Mary Keen Ruined presi-
dent of the FHA conferred the
honorary membership on Alexand-
er for his outstanding servtom
rendered to the charter
Degrees were conferred upon the
following girls' Junior -- Beth
Blankenship, Ann. Kelly Ells, Kay
Hale, Kathy Lockhart, Debbie
Seen, and Mary Warren Swann;
chapter — Jan Cooper, Kathy Con-
verse. Judy Gower's. Barbie Keel,
and Dorothy Arce Swarm.
Mies Ann Griffin. fthst vice-pre-
sident ,presentecl a reeurne of the
F'HA program of wort for the year.
Her preeentation wee made in a
very clever end impremive manner.
The toreocation WOO given by 0-
T IAky. Miss RIM Burd gave du
welcome followed by the imponni
by Mrs. H. L. Cower. Mks Judy
Hari* second rice-preddent. In-
troduced the special guests, SupL
and Mrs_ End elchults. Princrpal
and Mrs Alexander, s.nd 0 T.
LAIv Each girl latroltsced her mo-
ther.
Masa Dorothy Alice Swann, Veer-
kr• her dress the madded, ens ma-
&w having won the /tate-
wide student sewing' contest at the
Kentucky Federation of Woment
Clubs meeting tn Lexington oh
Thursday
"Mother Knows' was the sang
*mg by Mtge Jan Cromer and MU
Sharon Siorsworthy sit* their ac-
orimpanast beam • Kay Hale.
The program was closed with the
niesnbers repealed dm crest Mrs.o T Lae thignitieribr
Dinner music was turnielied by
Dim Kay Han ban Nancy Hod- I
land. and Sharon Noraworthe '
The tables were decorated in the
ctimpter odors of red wad white
with the centerpiece being of red
roses flanked by white candles cur-
1 anded with red roam The place
cards were in the red mar theme
se were the special programs made
for the evening.
Miaa Strain Noreirorthy. chair-
man, Mies NrencY Ininann.
Connie Danner.. and Mies Sandra
Benne were the ocannettee in
charge of die arrangemenge






Mantled W Ettsthans. a Su rich-
man in Southern Bella Central Of-
fice here in Murray, has been pro-
:noted to • management position of
Caner& Office Phreman In May-
nal Siallons assumed him new
Medea u.s.y
/Rano= -began hie telephone
rarer Met the oceepantin Plant
Department In Hopkinwille in
October 1963 as an Initager-Re-
pairsrum. After one year, he was
mowed to Tutors resnathing in the
went of Indader-Repantesa. In the
eial of lied he wee amigned the
rampormitalthar of telephone instal-
lations anti Central Office Main-
tathance in Clinton. He was pro-
moted to the tile of Switchman
arid moved to Murray In lag
United Cerebral
Palsy Drive On
The week of May 3 through May
Inns reserved this year for the fund
cenvere for the United Cherebral
Patsy, at was annotmcect today by
Rev Martin Mattingly, chairman
for the 1968 carivars in Murray and
Calloviay County
In cooperetion with the Psycho-
logy Departmert of Murray Bede
University and the Alpha Ornir.:00
Pi Sorority, the canvass via be
conducted among buetneeernen and
other interested enure of the
corntruathy.
The purpcae of this national
campaign each year le to provide
fundis for therapy and research for
those suffering from the anew of
cerebra palsy. Bath year 10,000
babies are born vidterna of this ma-
tt-crippler. Bran damaged at birth,
many of than will nil be able to
walk, speak, or even her.
The campaign here well be co-
orcnnated with the campaign in
Mira Tennessee this year, The
meenbere of the community are rd-
riled to corentege to this program.
Math Team Wins
Fourth In Tourney
Mummy High School Math Team
won fourth place among 18 teams
In the Lone Oak lath Tournament
last Fraley.
Ouy Hawke won second place In
the entire tournoment in individual
wort.
Members of the Murray team
were Carol Chomplan, Marty
Cochran" Nancy Baker and Guy
Bae Teaches accompanying the
group were Clary Boggess and Dined
Deakin
This a the third year Murray
High Iris ennered the meet.
Mr Stallone has pecorremsd stea-
dily lh his knowledge and exper-
ience of the tdiphone busmen University School
blaft* es1"18111.1.1.1"." °mi. Rally Is Heldpany pours= in Basic Electricity.
Baer Mectronsca. Tranniston, Sti-
cro-Vinve Tundamenmi and Ml- The Murray "evenly, school
MO-Wave Radio 
held its community 4-H rally on
In his new position, he will be
In charge of the persarrnel aral op-
melons of the Centre Offices in
Mannekt Tenon, and Murray with
heackesarten inalkiellieki, Ken-
tucky He, his with, Ann, and two
daughters. Mageha Ann. 12, and
Hareem.. 9. nth athitilitie to reside
on Pertains Dthe until the class
of school Mrs. Malian& Is recep-
woad in the Mike of !red Schulta,
Superintendent of Murray Olir
Schools
Calloway (aunty 4.1-1 Dress
Review Is Held On Saturday
The Ordway County 4-H Deere
Review was held April 30 at Jef-
fery Germ at Calloway County
High School
Ninety eight garments were
judged April 30 from 9:00 cm. un-
til 3.00 p.m. by Mee Suneline
Oakley and two of her leaders. One
leader was Mrs, Dale Miller who
araisted the judges at the State
Pair in 1.065.
State Fair exhibit:Ors are Jen-
nifer Lovett. Taxon first; Burette
run division Debbie Rogers, Lynn
Hughes. Kirtney second in the Ap-
Grove first and Beverly Brants. M-
mo sward in skirt Becky WW1,
Hared first and Tram Byerly. Pae-
an Seoond in skirt aid blare Pat-
sy Havanna Mom fire and Jayne
Scott, Murray Univenety High se-
cond - First. drew Kathy, Lovett,
Faxon first and Kathy Stubble-
Med, New Concord, second pay
clothes. Mix arid match, Ellen Wat-
son, Lynn Grove, firth Oa* Smith.
Kirkeen aeronrl Drees-Up Jiicty
Kan, Lynn Grove, first and Fran-
ces Scull second. Party dram, Neva
Senn, Hare
Appeaname on model and blue
ribbon winners pron; Debbie
Peel, Hazel: Skirt made and select-
ed Where. Vidneniurnphreys, Lynn
Grove. Skirt and Mourn made, Ca-
thy Lockhart, Aim; Parr drew
Karen Alexaratim, Uruvenety
School, Pley clothes — 1Ftathy 9oub-
blefIeld, New Concord: Mix and
Mater Gail firatta Kirksey: Drea-
m, Frances Scull, Haut.
Mee Sunahlne said "The sewing
/kith are excellent, they nut need
to tallow project book instructions
on Anent:ion of materials, sewing
on waist hare% to skins; um all the
mune material for won. Sew on
Areas and eyes rather than amps "
The following received ribbons:
nannniniglinriaraffinnnr tnn
Oarter Bahr& — Apron' Libby
Siena, blue. Margaret Anderson,
blue: Martha Anne McMullin, blue;
Marcia Fielder, blue. &mins Mor-
i*. blue
Robertson — Apri n Sharon
(Contineed on Page Four)
Funeral For Mrs.
Berline Lassiter
To Be Held Today
Funeral services for Mra Beeline
WScox Laardter are beim tied to-
day at 3.30 pal at the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home tel with
Rev. Jack Jones offting. Burial
will follow in the Murree Cemetery.
Paibearea are Haroki Houston,
Roy Norwworthy, Dan Shipley. Lynn
Limiter, Allen Pool, and Bab Mike,
Mrs— Lanier, me 73, wife of
the let. Rupert Laruiter who died
April 21, 1985, tamed away Satur-
day at 1115 am. st her home an
Murray Route Per. Her midden
death occurred luot after she hid
congiletad her lunch on Saturday;
however the hrid been In pzer
heath fce eame time.
The decent= wan • member of
to Locust Grove Bata Church.
She ks survived by three sore, John
of Murree Route Five, Dan of
Lan. Went Virginia end James
of Laminas. Midh.; three ski erg,
Mrs. Jack Miles of Murray Route
Five, Mrs. Oury filiackettord of 108
North 14th Street, Murray. and
Mn.. Lorena anemone of Louisville;
one brother, Jack Willem of De-
troit, Math., six grandchildren. An-
other brother- was Harry Wilcox of
Murray Route The who Is deceased.
The J H Funeral
Home hoe charger et lee arrange-
ments.
Friday with Liana Jones, president,
presided.
Pledge to the Amenetin flee was
led by Karen Scott and the pledge
to the 4-H flag was given by Karen
Alexander Ben Calvet in giving the
demotion mid for children to learn
to take no ter an *newer arid to
rethent your parenta and leaders.
Asia Sena gave the welcome aral
Caen Sims lad the group in sling-
ing. Othlosni we Linda Jones, pre-
sident; Terry Oberk vice-preakind:
Mie Kemp, secretary-treasurer:
Karen Alexander. reporter, Jan
Fee, game leader; Sue Clary, song
leader
Speec.hes were given by Jeney
Scott on "Making the Beet Bet-
ter By Being A Better You"; Terry
Cheri. "Traneportationn Hal Oa-
they, "Milk PriadUcts"
Jamey Soon, Karen Alexander,
Chula Oarret, Lanai Jones. Hal
Godley. Joe Bit Fraley and Sonny
Henley gave demonstrations
The Kyle review was narrated by
Mn. Lee Overt Aprons were made
by Terry Obert, Karen Scott Jan
Fee, Maria Garrett, and Linda
Jones The first dreams were made
by Karen Alexander and Janey
Scat.
Coale were furnished be Katie
Kemp, Terry Obert, Charts Chr-
rett, Linda Janes, Karen Soren
Karen Alemander, and Jury Scott.
Etch member parpating in the
rally reeved a blue ribbon.
The conwnuniter 4-H leaden are
Mrs Reber Janes, Mrs Arlie Scott,
Mrs Clean Like, Mrs Erma Mad-




Of Girls For 1967
Student Council officers for
1908-87 have been elected by the
aturray High School Ettudent Body
There= Rear daughter of Mr
and Mrs. John Resin well head the
Filtirirl officer group Theresa will,
be n senior next year.
Ada Sue Hutson. daughter of
Mr and Mrs Dan Hutson. WAR
Merited vice-president. Ads Sue will
be ft jtudior.
Redacted secretary San Ann
Olefin, daughter of Mrs Clara
Griffin. Ann we be a senior.
Kathy Converse, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. J. M. Ocesvenstr.-was elect-
ed tresswer.
This Is the fait time all the
officers chosen were gins. Obeli 1e-





Ann Griffin And Ed
Parker Co-Editors
Of School Paper
Ann Griffin, daughter of Mrs.
Ohre Griffin. arid Ed Parker, sac
of Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Parker.
co-echt The Black and Gad,
Murray High School newspaper,
next year according to Principal
Eli Alexander
Arm and Id have been acthe on
the staff for several yeses. Ann has
been news eatar two yaws BIt was
business manager this year
Both of these students will be
mantra next year.
Completing the editorial state
wet be Ada Sue Hutson, news el-
itor: There= Rear and Arm Dun-
wray, oc-tleature editor, Audrey
Richardson, advertising inanagar;
Ralph Jones, boldness manager,
and Sandy Thomas, chief editorial
writer
Ada Sue Hinson is the daughter
of Mr and Mn. Dui Hutson Ther-
esa Seale is the daughter a Mr.
and Mrs Jahn Rang; Ann Duna-
way is the daughter of Mr and
liess."'Idernard 'Dunaway; Audrey
Ricimadion is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel Richardson Ralph
Jrmes is the ion of Mr arai Mrs.
Wean! Jories Sandy Thomas is




Dan McDaraei, 1063 Calloway
Ctiurity High School graduate, well
swear as guest vin-ni soloist in the
OCHS Laker Sonineet Turn:Ian
May 3, at haft per in Jeffrey tirtl.
Other alumni who were mermbers of
the Laker Moir and other vocal
groups will also be recognized dur-
Mg the concert
The first annual Songfest will.
feature a variety of both sacred
arel secular vocal musk by the
Lanni OW Choir, the mixed
ctiorus and the Freshman chorus.
Card Barrow. oh:NC! Brandon.
and Paula Conk, Loiter Choir Trio,
will be featured in "Opting to
Know You" front The King and I.
Jerma Winchester, Kan Eddie
Pennington, Carol Wright, arid
J one Shownsker win serve as ac-
companies. Mrs. Josiah Darnall
will &rapt




The Oaks Country Club official
ladies day tee off times for the
May 4 golf day are Intel as fol-
lows. All inches who have not sign-
ed will be paired at the tee.
Mildred Robertson, Marie Weaver
are the golf hosteeses.
Number one tee, 900 a. m..
elle Walker. Phayrea Cook. figae.
Ragsdale, 9 10, Laura Parker, Anti
Cole. Slue Steele. 9 20. Mary Ales
Smith. Sharon Wells, Linda Ad-
ana, 910. Bobble Buchanan, Bev-
erly Wyatt. Sybil MoCuiston; 916,
Virginia Jones, Neil Cochran, Ma-
rie Weaver.
Number five tee, 906 a m., Eerie
Ostrava, Jerry Anderson. Mara
Reed. 9.15. Sammie Bradford.
Blanche Shernwell, Dorn Rem;
9 25, Mabie Rogers, Hilda Jackson,
Kathryn Outland.
DIRECTORS MEETIal0
The Millar monthly meeting or
the Calloway 0ounin Farm Bureau
direcitors will be Tuesday, May 3 at
the Farrn Bureau office building.
















William Ross Elected As
Vice- President Of  
FEU; Honors Are Won
Social Fraternity
Is Established
On Campus Of MSU
An undergraduate chapter of
Alpha Gamma Deka, international
fraternity for college arid university
women. hart been colonized at Mur-
ray State University
Forty-one undergraduates and
eght. eltirrure accepted member-
nig into the oolorw at a ceremony
In the Mint Student Union B
Iburaden, April 26 A rerrin
tan was had at the Holiday Inn
anniediately fa/awing the instal-
lation.
Mrs. Jam Gardner, Lexington,
preelident of the thaternity's Pro-
vince VI, wee in charge of the
=Ionization. Other membens of the
teem included. Mn. James Ran-
i linren. Lexington Mrs Merle King,
Memphis. Tent,: Mrs Witham Ogle,
Baseman Mcintans; and Mrs. H. L.
Menthe!, Chicago, 11.
Alpha Gamma Delta was fourrl-
el at Syracuse University in 1906.
it became international with the
Matanata0T1 01 the ftrat Canadian
Charter in 1919 tenth the Murray
dhapter. the fraternity will have
a undergraduate chapters, 200
alumnae chin, and a total mem-
bership at 45,000 Mrs T. J Ehr-
hart, Dayton, Ohio, is grand presi-





One of the girth social fratern-
idea to adage altruistic presleets.
Milts tbisthis Dila petsimeni in
camps for Ismilgiggislialgad chil-
dren oral sommeed indrang for
coungweara in Rib pilionnent for-
handicapped persons. In 1962, the
fraternity est•b•shed • away a
Elynocuee Univensky for die piths
research and In 1964, ethebildtaill
rehabilitation project for =oper-
ation with the National Sand, for
Crippled Children and Adulia
The fraternity colony's initiates
are:
Jeanie floreen, Benton; Beim*
Son, Booting deem: Henrietta
Venable, Carolyn Vireon. and Str-
ain Woodruff. Cadiz. Janice Kim.
Ft. Knox: Ann Adamn. and
Bacon Hickman. Barden Dade,
liopkineville, Marl.. Ann Murphy,
Kehl: Betty Dayinson. Lowrevilie;
Ann Pare, Lynnville. Sharon Wil-
son. Manitou: Mary Jane Perry,
Marion Patricia Byrn, Jut: Mor-
gan. and Alicia Reaves, Mayneki:
Sandy Lity, Trudy Lility. and Nan-
nette Soloman, Murray; Nancy
Berry, and Ann Camille, Owerabo-
ro; Huth Illithdiety. and Vicki Walt-
man, Tgailialn Pat Brown. Prince-
ton Min A/Ay, ilinglibra
Out at filithe:
11111ww. nosrama. Fla.;
Chris Mewls, M. Oeorgia;
Patricia Wag. Aril* IS.; Jean and
Joan itheiran. Denature. II; Pm%
Dank thingols, Linda Shark.
ai.; Sharon Dixon,
KL; Corot Hager,
Vinill11111k Zak; SIMI Hart, Dex-
ter, Mk; healiffla Slam and Pam
fletheidge. MA P Ma; Mary
Ann MthithIS. Carossiors N. J.;
Mom) ANN MIK OISM
Stairell lidebra, Buchman, Tem,
Calloway Ladies To
Play Golf Wednesday
The ham of the Callevay Coun-
ty Ocaritry Club begin their re-
giutar season of gra Wednesday
morning at nine am. Peking, ail
be made at the tee.
New golfers are con/lady invited
to particle:ate in all Ina activities
of the corning season st the Mao-
way Chub ..e
Ladles are reminded to bring a
covered dish for the potluck km-
oheon to be served at noon. Anna
Mary Adams will be golf hootees.
FIREMEN CALLED
The Murray Fire Department an-
swered a call yesterday et two pat
to 106 North 7th Street An over-
heat= heater in the house trailer
there was the cause of the call. No
damage was rerxrted.
Local Chapters Do Well In
Various Competitive Events
Wiliam Rem, junior at Cello-
nnY Cowin+ High School and son
of Mr. and Mrs Harmon Rose, was
elected vice-preeident of the Ken-
tucky Future Business Leaders of
America a: the convention held
Friday and Snurhay in Louisville.
'nen wan over three other can-
didates with hn, majority vote be-
uw on the third polling of dele-
gates He campann manager e-as
Bobby Dodd. Bill George of Carlisle
County High Sdhool was elected
president.
Kenneth Thomas of 'Murray Uni-
versity High, *an of Mr. and Mrs.












William Ram and will be en-
tered in the national convention
Jinn 12-14 in New Orleans, La.
The nanowaY High scrapbook plac-
ed second.
Winning third place in the Par-
liamentary Procedure team contest
was the University High team corn-
Mr. And Mrs. Tilmon
Lamb Honored With
Anniversary Dinner
- and Mrs. Ttimon Lamb rem
honored Sunday, May 1, with a
tanner in celebration of their 50th
evegialew anceversary at their Pane
in 1131..di Route Two near Pro-
vider.
The Lambe were man-led .near
Provide-nee in 1918 euxi have Lved
all their married life on their farm
In the nine community. They are
iffillikelei of the New Providence
Church of Christ.
Mrs. leath was the lionnerOLLIc
Sinunogn and was the dmithster of
the bite Mr. had Mem 
mar.s. Mr Lamb% r e
Mr and Mrs. George Iamb.
Mr. and 11iTa. lamb gre the par-
ents (i1 three sore. James amid
George of Murray, Odill of Haan
Route Two and one datiehter, Mrs.
Claude Bud) lanai) niarel) of Chi-
cago. 111
Eleven grandchtkiren are Mrs.
Gene Hendon, Clary Lamb, Joe,
Cathy, Tammy, and Brenda Huth-
sera, Mrs Danny Workman 'Nor-
man Jean Inn Efarbara. Kay,
and Danny Lamb. and Bobby Joe
liknith. Three great grandchildren
reside in -Chicago. In.
The dinner far the family and
relatives was sewed at noon at the
Lamb home.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Orrery Hoeiden, Mr. and Mrs.
James Lan* and inn. Gary, Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Bounden and rhil-
Fe:Ida. Rhonda. and . Tina.
Mr. arid Mrs. Odell Lamb and chil-
dren, Kay and Dan, Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Sermons and children. Ka-
thy. Beverly. arid Debra, Mr. and
Mrs. Bid Simmer Mr. and Mrs.
Eunice Herd= !MCI eon, Phil, Mr.
ancl Mrs. Thomas Mathes, Karen
and Trade Bowden. Mr. and Mrs.
Grady Bowden, Mrs. Walter Thur-
man, Mr and Mrs. Bitty Joe /Orig-
ins and chldren. Debbie and Dan-
ny, Mr. and Mrs. Hattie Hutson,
Mr. and Mns. George Limb, Mr.
and Mrs Fred Wilhite and chil-
dren, Shornsa and Freckly, Mr. and
Mrs Calvan Wilson. Mr. arid Mrs.
Bobby Smen. Mr and Mrs. Danny
Wortman. Mr. and Mew. Gene Hen-
don Mr. land Mrs. Claude Buchan-
an and children. Cathy and Tan-
nin.. Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Stubble-
fietd and enildren. Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Wear
Lamb, Mr and Mrs. Itughle Os-
born, Mr and Mrs. Hardiman Mil-
k?, and the honored couple.
-
posed of Bill Overbey, Danny U.S.
II.. Kathleen Madrey, David Grah-1
am, and Kenneth Thanks
Calloway's team compaged of Con-
di Hopkins, Linda Jeffs, Kenny
Outland. and Jim Boyd, placed
third in the Parliamentary contest.
University High received the first
place attimdance award for haying
the beet percentage of rennber of
people at the convention while the
Onloway group Owed first for the
record of gone: the rrnist number
of maps with the greate.st number
of people to attend.
The annplay of the University
Iheh cramp placed fourth in that
I morn,
Other entries from the two groure
were as follows Mr and Miss
FBLA. Jimmy Kelly and Rita Hop-
; kite of Cellnway Bill Overbey and
Diem Cantt of Urdversity: public
speaking? --Paula Cook, Calloway,
and Lawrence Andersen, Univer-
ant: month tearn—Joyee Brandon
and Ken Lavender. Calloway, and
Billy Overben David Graham, and
Darn caytt.t. Univernityn epaing
—Linda Southard. Innink Oavitt.
arid Julia Jones, University.
Others attending from Calloway
were Henry Aramtmegg. Leal presi-
dent.. °lends Conon, Carol Earen
levees Fawin. Vary Trances Per.
cersonr Phyllis neanie. Joan Gar-
in. Cindy One anield, Clayton Han
prove, Joe :fargrove, Ronnie Har-
grove. Giencin Mill. Wanda Hill Ned
Nance, Ronnie Newberry, Rich-
ard Newsome. Bobby Otuland Ken-
ny Outland. Ronald Reavia, Caro/
Taylor. Penny Told, Jenny, Wilk-
erson. and Charlotte Young, Mrs
Ant WA:kill and N. P. Paschall
spaneora. Kenny and Terry McAs-
kill. gone of Mrs. Mc-Adrift
Also attending from University
linh were Debbie hint-in. Kay W-
ren. .Lioratia lliairena-nnal Parker.
Nancy Outland. M. ni Alexander,
*thy Scott. Rex Hnuenin, Keith
Burton, Jay Richer %eve Arent,
11 Crutcher. nobert Houston,
Holland. Mike White. Sheila
. lanky Hellen. Wanda WM
ineton, Vicki Cavitt, Linda Denn,
Carol Hick:. :Martha /temp, Caro-
h-ri King. Piney Senderson, Linda
Shokir. Bambara Trenholta, Pat
White. Jack Barlow, Wade Barnes.
Steve Cann. Brie Entre. and Ed-
die 8111.VT, Ali.98 Wilma Hayes, neon-





Callosay Circuit Cotrt owned
the May term this morning with
Fart T Oebtrne, Circuit Judye pre-
siding.
Tim Mille MeKee of the Wr- t
Murray Church of China opened
the term of enurt with prayer.
Judge Osborne drew the names
for the Grand and Petit Juries and
all were diranireci for the day.
Dewey Umpiring is foreman of
the Grand Jure with the other
jurors being Mrs. W. C. Butter-
worth. Mrs. Intno Boat Dan Mis-
ter& Cody Aciet4. hire. Eerie Gar-
land, Mrs. Ruth hike Mrs James
Gilbert, Frost Welts. Hugh Pt V1711-




The n15 Float Licenses have fe-
nnel according to the Circuit Court
Clerk's office and are now doe.
The 1965 liceneee expired at mid-
night on Anil; 39 Root or-nets are
reminded th't the clerk's office is
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Quotes From The 'News
as I 34.11E1) Pk-.s n ileTEM.NATtObLU.
BIRMINGHAM. Martio Luther King, expressing
confidence that tne increased number 01 Negro voters in Ala-
bama will bring aciout toe defeat of Gov. George Wallace's
wife, Lurieen, in Tuesday's democratic guroernatorial primary:
"There will baa new Alabama when we wake up Wednes-
day."
WASHINGTON - House Republican Leader Gerald Ford,
reiteraung his charge that the %au- in Viet Nam has been Mis-
managed by Defense Secretary Robert McNamara and others
in the Johnson administration:
"The snow job that Secretary McNamara gives to the Con-
gress and others when Ilea questioned . . . has not convinced
me that there are not areas where a better job could be done."
HAVANA - Premier Fidel Castro, boasting that his gov-
ernment has stamped out prostitution in Cuba:
-There used to be houses of prostitution in all the cities
of Cuba. Brothels for the Yankee tourists, brothels for the
Yankee Marines. But we can now say, with great sati.sfaction,
that the revoluUoa has closed down and eradicated those
brothels."
CLEVELAND. Ohio - Cleveland Indian pitcher Sam Mc-
Dowell, who shut out One Chicago White Sae vritett his second
straight one-hitter, reenacting to Mow who say he is as goodas Los Angeles Dodger "Aar Sandy Koufaiu
"Kossitur is the ItreStost pitcher of all Lanes and there is
no comparison between the two of "
A Bible Thought For Today
That henceforth we should net serve sin. -Remus 6:10._
We are the servants of stn when we recognize it as such,
but go along with it, when we plan and devise and arrange
for it, when we make company of it, and indulge in it There
must be disavowal, resistance. oppos.gon and the shunning
Of it or we become its servant, and its victim
Ten Years Ago Today
MERGER • TiMis bU..L
Louise Jones. Tommy Welk, Loretta Tucker, Tommy Rush-
ing, Shirley Outland, Sally Jones, Limy Jetton, Rosemary
Jones, and Patricia Owen, seniors at Murray High School,
have bee nnamed to the National Honor Society.
Ed Fenton was installed as president last night at a meet-
ing of the Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce at the Dairy
Ann
Charles Roberta was elected president of the Almo chapter
of Future Farmers of America.. Other officers are Donald
Cleaver, vice-president: Charles Peeler, secretary; Owen Mor-
runts. reported. Bobby Johanna -irsananssa -Roy Wiliiannt.
sentinel
Miss Ola Brock has been the house guest of Miss Mettle
Trousdale for the past ten dais Miss Brock was former critic
teacher for the second grade at the Murray Training School
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
HS M. A. Street Mem 7S.1
WILSON' USED CARS
'Our costrArrs Are A Little Better"
Your Choice of Many Makes and Models
- Before Yee Buy, See Us! -
103 N Seventh Street Prone 753-4641
Box Storage
• Free Mothproofing, Guaranteed
• Pay Nothing Till Fall
• Safe Insured










"THE CLEANERS THAT'S INTEitesTFD l V 01-
•
western Austria.
In 1960, tart Catenanan, who had
won eight stays of execisoloci ance
Ala iaconethean on robbery,
inctreppueg sett actempted rape
changes, was pui. 0 detail In the pas
deiniser ea Dan Quern= Palma
A thought for the day - BL Tho-
rne, Aqt..nsia. "'Meet timers are
noce&,....ry tor the ealeagion of man.
lo oe a hat ne ouent to behave,
L.) know what, he ought ao desire and
to know shot he ought to do."
Income Tax
Questions-Answers
ilde column of questions and
eamiegge oei federal tax matters a
prarlasti by the load ohne at the
U. S. jblternel Ftevensie cernoe and
• pullepteici as a public seri oe to
trapgima._ The eolonin anemia
Illediess about tha new tax with.
Mean itgeten which becomes el.
team Meg 1, lam.
Q - What ma the now exam
as wannuldIng rums du to frty
thee home pay?
A - tementity ipialung. the new
emu= will mamas tan Muse say
Ider those woo have been °vervain
Mid and nxiuce take horse pay for
Mum she have been underwith
taid
To laid out alas the shaft will
be un your paychece. tat your en-
Miner or tie iced KM adios for e
cop' of IRS 0. 'bo. Faith,
4,3 into nno-Peee MO Meat mil as-
.Me yc.i 11) w0891110 the amount&
under Web alie-ssur sod
eke ethers.
Q - Who no. to fat a new with-
holding execoptiun cereficate?
• - Ali maned people 011411111 131e
a new Penn W4 11 they wee tax
webbed at the razor from the
wee for married peens wet-ma
of sane for angle persona rue isw
thae uses mean an emporia Was
a new WA inthisoiding emu with
his employer inclicatong be a
rind. he n mil be coneciered
for tax withholding purpose&
Some widows and widowers she
mid be concerned Wing • new
Penn W4. ana Mould see 13e5 DOW
omens M42 far detaila.
Actuates all =Mayes Aloud re-
view [neer welabothog authein ow
are stiether amither W.4 should be
flied.
Q - When do the new with
boiling rates dart?
A - The mese become effective
May 1 egg ono to amounts paid
an or eagle that dem.
Q - Cha I snit deka fewer es
etrigilim than I entthed to m-
eat Ihe ism suisooksuas mouse
- Yea, yell can sub darn few-
er Ilinsessim. ems you are enabled
M. but MO subsese wisthosses
Moe ars ellsswe to bring weth-
Mot irashou tae rabrate
aid 11 nag an be DedMihry her
Fall I 10 illiped Of Mlle assosidass
Q - I iSe sof wideaddlog m-
om is Mt le give RID feaKfal
mere more math* ain't due a tax
increase?
A - No The "%dusted withhold
mg rates wil estiy speed up 001-
lectionik Mg, MD not change total
yearly tax llabilitim In dim words.
the prvenenent inn only be netting
the aelliaaali or Nos a is entitled to
ac present nada bat a Will be gat.- '
ting sooner
Q - HOW Will the new Nees as
wtthh ddiret effect esurnated tax
pay:erre,. tor employees?
The Almanac
by Ualled Preen lesseasiennal
Today le Moe. May 2, t h e
122rel day at 4986 with 043 to fol-
low.
The- meass-le-beerreen -Mr fir s t
quitter and itel phase.
Bing Omen me born an this day
1904.
On the day Si bleary:
in tat. Prodded Andrew John-
son offered a reward of $100,000 for
the capture al Jeff erson Diise pre-
anent of the Clacifildenicr
In MOW Acker Mar doilfted
lebtx tininol in Genseny add ansee-
ed a "leer front" to owed
'rotten&
at
In 194.5. the Mlles announced the
•






esgeng heti no INMAN
Km McDowell bas wise ISM
Koons then preying it he MIN&
cant Imam batters.
inottilm ta the greated Miser
MOM sal there is as cone
pennon braise the ran of
McDowell raid Siselis Marunconditional surrender of Nan
troopsin Italy and southern and 114 bit atimd anddia °11"111114rto let the Cleveland. Wiens to a
1.0 notary over COMO-
Junior Mould Maim however,
time their GOO agleam anseris
leg eseagar-
non. his Cessileml IsialisisrIs
baps 1116 Mamie milli • 4-0 re-
cord. he. allowed only id hid all
season and lames a apestbog 1.1.1
earned run average.
Leon Wagner. Cleveland's lef t-
Insider who has bad the dubious
honor of basks against Mania
while -playing for St Louis and
sectioweii while paying for Cali-
fornia, say& "Koufax has the
ea curve I've ever seen As for
speed, I'd have to pie it to Mr-
Dowell."
Other AL Games
Elsewhere in the AL Racists OttY
eluded New York 1-0 betire kali*
10-4, Othforrus whipped Boston 111
Mu the Red Sox tooke the nightcap
9-1. Minneme nipped Wathingeon
1-1 after the Ilmetars won the open-
er 5.3. and Belthore topped De-
troit 4-1 in a single game. -
In Me Mama' League acelloh,
to. Angeles baulked Oincmnati 14
Den hancieco stopped Si.. Laub
34 Pitieburgh walloped New York
84 Manton widpped Adente 7-1
and Mimes !Wed nsideshis
Larry Brown. who angled M
Clevehuld's two runs in IMIMPIPISII
mbar anabitter edam%
Qty Mt Monday. knocked he Ped.
is Otatailes in the second Imitig
Sunday for the mumps alliegin.
McDowell Snook hae 10 batters to
has season total to 40 and
rrr the Indians to thear litta
dowry in 12 darts.
The °nem, ane-lieN pima abei4
of Cleraianci, ran Mit minims
*reek to • diuti-reoord 10 aradid
an the combined pitching cd Wipe
Sober and Deck Hall Barber Al-
lowed mean bate in 7 1-3 mimes
and Hall limited Detroit to one
edety the rest of the nor Boar
Poe ell belted • two-run homer and
Brooks Roteneon batted in a pair
of nays for the Orioles.
Threw. Digit Minn
Am Musical Grant hurled as
elskitetter and contributed a Imo
me double in hemosimptios three.
me mood Minn, of the nightcap
incard le 2-1.
lease% Don Lark broke a seems.
Mir Ampin the opener with a
1101011e. two suedes and three runs
MOM In. Lan listAsy and Harman
Killebrew soh poled Ober and
tamer of the aampaign he the
Twine
The Yankees lame on the verge
ci Omni their first doubleheader
• to Kamm Clear betore espied.
Mg for ax mon in the mon 
ing to done twit ma of the Al.
cellar. Roger Mare and Hoy White
het humeri. for the bombers Mule
Lou Clinton and Jake (ebbs thee
delisted a temnin double
In me opener, RoUie Si:x*1*
only Id pities to whip his I
lather New Yet teammates Shel-
don allowed only three hilia In beat,.
as Whiney Plied. who still is look
for his tint triumph
e
Eloeton and California comisne!
for nine cabbie playa. ax b., the
Angels. to it* an Americas League
mooed and meletaid the esseteein
thiedelbeeder met of 12 with
three In the rueramp Cakforil. •
second beeemen hobby Knoop
Urinated In ell lex Angels Ueda
labnqa in Me opener to top the
▪ lor negro* gannet of bye sherr-1
oil fry many.
-terry Stephenson pitched Bastss
fire complete mais of the sea,A Cienendly, escirreed tax de-
;eirationir. are required when the
brain efttane7ishicliPiann ralracknincligloninetbtax for the year exceeds tax efills-
acid te MO or more. For middle
srne upper mum taxpayers, It
shoukt ego reduce the amout re.
lured for sttoiated payments.
Dios, ursdre the DEM 4r4hbOk1434
rules. aloe onetheFeee isma no long
or peed to Me en eedeadin.
41„,you rave to all. dscaratielis
of weinueed tax. Mack to am who
Ober the tricreneed withhokleng un-
der graduated rats will Meet your
Pen tax ninety.
'er. J..* Adcock. .11m ?resod and
rookie Jack Warner provided bra-
I for Ca/donde to give Jul.
mind a setback.
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LA Dodgers And San Francisco Have
Changed Liabilities Into Bonafide Assets
St-. By CURT BLOCK
Uri 8p.rhe Mew
The Los Angelis Dalgiee and
Son flrandem Clare& have trace-
formed poseibie nabilities loito bixna.
fide onset&
lbe very thing that 1110/TeX1 Dpd-
MIK MOM and Gant
prat liernian Pflthila MCMIL dunes stabiles Seal
sprig' trabilog, the extended hold- total of 10
outs of Bendy Koutex, Don Drye. to the
dale. Juan Mariurai and Bob Paul
Shaw. hae enabled Don Sutton train
and Ceylon:1 Perry to iitep into the
Valet&
Both Sutton arid Parry won she&
outa for Mau that ratans' of tha
Demon Sunday as the Dodgers arel
Oneida reamened a bah game be-
hind leegue leading Pittaburgri
Dutton worked- eight innings end
sossured Dye Ma as the Dodgers
bleat. ed Oinorinau 3-0 and Perry
limited Et. Lads to four singles In
a 10 Elm Prancemo victory.
Other NI. Gases
In other NL games. Pineburni
smothered New Tart AO, lionetni
tripped Admits 7-1; and Chkpro
defeated Phibwidphla 6-1.
In the Amenoan Longue. Sem
1•IcDowell pitched a one-hitter as
Use Cleveland Indians nipped Chi-
cago 1-0; Hadictore tripped Detroit
4-1, Emma City edged New Yost
1-0 in the Mot game of a Mote
and then kat the nightcap 104.
Washington took the opener from
Minnesota 5.3 and dropped the sec-
ond gorne 3-1. Chilfornia beat Bow
ton 6-1 and then hoed 9-1.
Suttees, the Dodger's beet plati-
ire in years. might have is.
caved an extra year of minor tem-
ue expenenoe at the tender age of
21. were it not for the spring train
mg pinching drum created by Kona
fax and Dryidale.
He showed Alston Bonded that
he's ready right now by beillielt,
the Reda He did need relief hd.
In the ninth from Ran Penenedli
however, marking the first time
In the at oft games dim Los An-
geles has hed to all on its bullpen.
Perry hurled We second mospiste
grime, a Morita 1/10, and earned











-....- 4 11 .367 61
Chicago - 4 12 200 7
ilathey's Reigate
Pittsburgh 8 New York 0
Clunmo 6 Philadelphia 1
Hoodoo 7 Atenut 1
Lie Angeles .3 Cincinoatl 0




Philadelplie at Atlanta. night
Pittsburgh et Cuitionata. rught.
New Yore at St. Louis, night
Chicago at Houton. night
Las Angelee at San Pisa, night
Americas League
W. L. Pei. GB
Baltuncre --- 12 1 903
Cleveland -11 1 .917 2
Olin& - 4 .717 2%
Mann 10 7 In 4
• oii - 8 7 Me 5
Minnesota - 5 7 .417 6%
Wissiungton - 4 10 M 8.,
Boston   4 11 .367 9
New York - 4 12 260 9%
Raises City - 3 11 .214 9%
ileaday's Itemelle
Kerma City 1 New York 0 lat
New York 10 Kamm City 4 aid
California 6 Boston 1 let
Baton 9 California 1
Weetungeon 6 10comois 3 of
htiontwth 3 Weenogion 1 2od
Cie eland 1 Celli:ego 0
Baltimore 4 Deuce 1
Meade'', Games
Blikamore at Washington night
-Palmer 14 es Duckworth 0.2.
(CkilY gene scheduled)
Teenday's Games
CC at Ca/dorm& deft
lelmemea at Chicego. night
Elogeon at Detroit. night
HalUmore at Weebington, night
Cleveland at New Tort, night
BUSINESS
llIHhIhHIS
By Caked Press thientatiesal
eff.ATTLE - Boeing 0o. amoun-
t-ad it will farm out 06 per oent 01
the wart on the aardnune of the
400-penach4er 747 Wither to dx
companies NOrtIthap Corp got the
Werth plum. Its eitimated gore
eXCeed half a bilbon cioliara if
at of a. hage 'Withers ulliombily
1111111. rairchi3d mut wig,
emit Oligne share. Mast NM SIM-
Mon *arta for the next eight Or
10 years
wsoisuncrrort - The flecurl-
teas and Trade Coimmisoko
anothed Oeorms..Pacific Cep a
mol616 amok purdease pregraie to
omoipulate the price of ite own
bares with the inn el defraud-
ing omens of bunneues it had
weed to buy for stcdt The dill
suit filed by Me government men-







A.L F. I S NON
trier Deliyery and Sell Up
GREEN ACRES
MOBIl I' HOMES




The obote based Perry with •
nxi in the fourth on a angle by
Smith and Willie
De* Sciioneld en 1: ch.rs.4;
Ste fly Lea Osteleltion powered he
second homer of the moon In the
seventh.
The Mimes woreel Angie runs in
the first and fourth and then ex-
ploded for Ova in the fifth to beck
Bob Veal.. lour he Meehan The
tag rally wan highlighted by doubles
trom /dotty Abu. Roberto Clemente
and Jae Peglienms, a triple by
8IrIN ITCH
DON'T SCRATCH iv
aprooda Isheales. esmaadIonia pmds. app.. imark-dmaag ITC11.•
• MITe imanad. Iteals. maim dim
▪ •1144,106 Mad mamptar mama Maps
spool manna era •6144.14. be.
IfiSow. Nei boa. mher aortae. mama
If am Memad. Tear ow bora al OM






Is the persistent presence




We erfereninate pests of
all kinds at low cost
down? We'll get them out
of your house or apart-






An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
Donn aendenon and his subeequest
sad of dome.
Jac* Fisher of the Meta, who
teal% won a garae elan A. 21.
1345, took the Ira& his 12th In •





N ginne • loom
teammate Larry Jaekedir end; turn
in the Cubs f tra camplete game
pereorniance of the yaw
Mike Cuellar ket he shutout bid
when Atlanta's Blank Aaron, the
majors top borne run hatter, belted
his eighth of the yam In the ninth
inning. By that line. however,
homers frorn .11m Ogritile, Lee May.
and Sohn Bateman of the metros
bed Oven Cuellar a oomfortstes
cushion. The 38-year-old southpaW,
othei a on earned run avenge sod
a 3-0 rested.
NOW YOU KNOW
by Coiled Prom haternadesal
Martin Van Bunn, the eighth
Adlericain president of the United
States Wee, the fint president to
be born
,
In the United Mates All
his predecessors were born while




• • ,to hese pesky bands Web
- ONDWAINVI isaociicaof trilecioe cow
feel 69110.... peek is.., low. Gad
gardwi hosselt. 140.1 h. pens
wows% oniterch, pow*, km. am.
- lomat isms& Cm 6.dliand
weer e• cia- Mrs waki• • an-
,4. 111.• of •,••Asallakdo tamer































raised our prices for pest
control! It still costs just
pennies a day for guaran-
teed protection against












We at Southern Bell would like to take the oppor-
tunity right now, to call your attention to one of your
good, good neightxws- The Murray Chamber of Com-
merce!
The Chamber of CrYmmerce is the only organiza-
tion working full-time for the betterment of our com-
munity - Civic, Cultural, Agriculture and Industrial.
Our chamber does an outstanding job in the pro-
grams of: attracting new Industry and business to our
city and county, and promoting the aasets of our com-
munity and area to all parts of the country.







The board's other members are: R. W. Churchill,
Glenn Doran, Z. C. Enix, Gmyson McClure, Ray Par-
melee, Robert Perry, Galen Thurman, Donald Turkel%
Gingles Wallis and James C
James Garrison has been elected President for
1066, succeeding Luther Robertson, who held line po-
sition last year
James L. Johnson continues to be our hard work-
ing Fatecutive Secretary and deserves a lot of creditfor a very fine job.
The chamber does a splendid job of promoting
Murray and Calloway County. We should all give our

















































THE LEDGER & TIMES - PAGE THREE
/47".0 EASY TO - - •
RUY PI
MIRE et film WV 4z/ft, /1,... . a
, _ FOR -SALt-
15 POOT FIBERCILABIS lizinabOut,
50 h. p. Evenrude motor with sng
equment, life jacket& and belts.
two pm Iseise and tavern. Good
condition and ready to sell, $976.00.
111 Phone 75$4L111. TieNC
2 ADJOCIErkl LCMS 1100' x 100'
at Iskerny :Shane. See Bonne
nicker at Met South 12th Streak
May-7.0
81310113• AUTOMATIC BeiWing Ma-
chine in cabinet Sews on bottom,
nahne button !ages, mcoogramit,
doh as fancy stitches without at-
tactanents. Bold raw Sr over $300.00.
Ballinbe $66.40 or $6.10 monthly
mymente. Write Oredit
Box M E a The Ledger & Times.
)1-3-P
1968 DODGE Chem for only WO.
Qua be thin at comer of Third aid
Main. Phone 753-7406. MSC
1961 FALCON, new w w nylon thee.
di race). heater. 31,000 miles, $650 00.
IF Phone 753-3434. 51.-3-P
•
NEW 3J3EIDR00M MICE, cerernie
We bath, beautiful hardwood flora
carport and Many. storm windows
and doom, on lot 100 ft, x 226 ft.
Reduced to $11.500.00 oath for quick
sale or can be financed low down
payment. Posieselon with deed.
Wars Stone or Claude L. Maar,
Phones 486.3713 or 753-5004. ea=
AN ELECTRIC Werearechouse Stove
In fair ocrebtion tail 753-6139
MA -P
NEW AND MED Meal Queen IlLsomoLux MIES & eeretee,
weshair-AC- 0. itsoluell likirraY. ICY., er-117131 8"




with finely room Available now.
Plume 753-6613 51-14
BUCK HOUSE, 6 rooms down,
*airs. 2 ieetedrit Indeed odder of
4th and Sycamore. Cell 753-5350,
or 7534513. 31.4.0
TIMMHOOM furnited apart-
ment, cope only. No pat 1610
College Farm Road. Phone 753-1600.
31-4-P
ONE FURNISHED bedroom, pri-
vate bath, close to town. Ideal for




will bulk' • &bedroom, n's beide,
brick home with carport and
rage on your kg. For more
information. write:
Kingsberry Homes
120 So. Sunset Circle
fleptiarville, KY%
8-A-25-C
IREDRocal APAR'negettr, in du--
Oda One block from coileipe. Phone
MI-1W MAO
NOTICE - JbJt4fl ri
- Osin laundry attendant, ev-
PUPPrFE OWE AWAY. Larry ening shift 3 to 10 p. m.
Stinker. Lynn Orme Road. Phone M-4C
7531544. /4-4-P 
CIRO SS - IMRE
New historical novel By CLIFF FARREL
From the Doubleday a Co. morel publlahed by
ariensereent with rt Lewdest. Literary
Ag•ncy MI by Cliff Terrell.
1,101 Rid to ng Features Syndicate
WHAT HAS CArvggran
Marti lib cab, was hattisisd be the





ths tment He wanted
ewe settle with. Horace
bad an tire, Mao" •
f=t2"1-kaarr.witadm-ux,..1-..1
war at Dakota Torte; promoting
another railroad. the Grand Pacific
Riding to the 'territory to tied
Urea. Cues bread his tread Lee
Yawners murdered, Lee's wife and
dewing, terrorise& Worth &bother
freed. Ray Colones. was enenebow
involved with Logan and apparently
responsible tor choir* of a raeht-nf
way that w1111 banknrpt the Grand
Pscine investor,
CRAP'IER 12
Afl -TEM !Airlines walked withKirby McCabe to LIncotn
Street, Kirby used. 'Do VW
Know a person named Parson
Slate"'
Laraine gave Kirby a side-
wise look. -1 don't know any-
thin good about him eat, ff
you've got any ides it was Slate
that took that potshot at you.
forget It. Slate was in the Sli-
ver Star gambling house at the
time I heard the shootin' Fie
was at his job of rldin gun herd
on a man with money. Barney
Inchnum. I know Leta, beceuse
I haikiened to be pleyhn' poker
in the 'erne game with Lnchman
at the time"
-Have Slate and [nehmen
been el town tong T"
--crin an' on dere the place
was first gettin' ita head out 0'
the mud. Nov, why would a
man like Inehnian want you
rubbed out"'
wouldn't know." Kirby
said. "Maybe hiehman's got
friends he does favors for"
There really was no sane nth- man'. 
Integrity,
son Kirby could think of to fink 
skuichiggliey, Lee venters
rhman with the attempt on had mid In his letter Lee had
understated the situation by a
wide margin if what Kirby was
suspecting turned out to be
true. Horace Logan was back of
whatever was going on. appar-
ently. But why would he want
to destroy the railroad he was
promoting?
"If you don't find Coleman at
the Dakota House. I reckon
General Logan can tell you his
whereabouts." Larabee said
-The stmentes in town, an
that's for sure. He's got a
trainload of dudes on his hands
to entertain. He's to make •
Ng speech at a fancy banquet
two nights from now"
Suddenly Kirby did not want
to see Ray Coleman. Not for
the present at least
"I'll look up Coleman later,"
he said abruptly. "I'd like to go
out there. Ler:thee."
"Out where"
"To Shiloh River And may-
be farther. Can you deadhead
me through on a work train to-
morrow 7"
Ler* nee frowned and wan
suddenly wary. "Just what's in
your craw, mister 7"
his life. There wa.a always the
possibility that someone from
the past who bore him a grudge
had recognized him and had de-
ckled to settle the score. But ha
waa far more certain it was
linked with Lee Venters- mur-
der. Stene's insistence that he
be armed had saved his Ma no
doubt_
"Slate ain't the only gun that
looks out for Barney inchman'a
health." Jem Larobee murmur-
ed. "There's a pal of Slate's
who spells him an a bodyguard.
Dried-up little cuss with sharp
little eyes an • pointed nose.
OThey call hint The Sparrow.
He's mean. A killer"
"Do you know Raymond Cole-
man?" Kirby asked abruptly.
-The railroad beater? I know
him by eight."
A heaviness and a dark dis-
appointment weighed on Kirby.
He had hoped for something dif-
ferent
"Where can I find him?" he
asked,
"Coleman? At the Dakota
House, most Moil) if he's in
town. lie opeed• lot of time
From [be Loui.i.iisy Ve,tWvpuhlishei by iteronifetortit with August Lennieri Literary Agency.
copyright 0 1246 by Cliff FarrelL Distributed by King Features gyaelaggi
WANTED TO BUY
08E13 AS or IIII Gabe! 8 & W re-
waver. After 5 p. m., 631 Mis Drive.
TPNO
Female Help Wanted
ROUffigwIVES, learn bow you can
be successful in a business of your
own. We man you. Write Avon
M. Evelyn L. Brown, Shady
Grove Road, Marlon, Ky. 11-51.4.0
WANTRID-Ainbittous person to tell
Rawleigh products In 8 & E. Callo-
way Oo. No mow or experience
necessary Write Rayleigh, Dept.






out at the construction camps -Maybe I only like to Watch
on Shiloh River to matte sure steel being spiked dowse" Kirby
they don't get lost, I reckes.' said.
"nbilloili River?" Kirby echoed. -Didn't you see enough of It
sirlfarbserd of ass each Myer on the C.P. to last you • We-
in Dims parte" time?"
Lambs* aped him with DOW 'Ttn always harvested." Kir-
latielat. 'Um yes ain't a by said,
merengue it the Marna cam- Larabee debated it for a mo-
ment reckon Ill tag along.
"Campaigned against t h • just to make sure about you
Sioux when 1 was with the cat- You smell the_troubie to me
airy There weren t many whit* Anyway, nobody got.," out to the
then except ourselves around camps without permission Mari
here in those days" Garrett has given strict orders
-Shiloh River used to be against strangers Dein allowed
called Squaw River. Laraber to wander around the right-of-
explained. "General Logan way. Gerrett's the front office
changed the name when they DOM of an construction_ Mike
dedicated the cornerstone for Callahan would have you thrown
the bndge out there Seems tilus Into • baggage ear an snipped
be did it to honor his ado who back to Antler if you showeo
kilt an arrn at the Battle Cl up them without authortty.
Shiloh." Mike's the whiperackee at the
"Tbey're brides/so Sq uaw steel camp"
Meer! You don t mean they're "Pau enough," Kitty said. He
grading wee of the Squaw? had decided that Larabise was
They're not locating the rail- an bon es& man. In any event
read in that direction ?" the railroad officer would not
Agana Lambe' gave him an stand high enough In Grand
appraising look_ "That seems CO Pacific counsels to be m on any
be it." chicanery that might be in the
"That means they're building making.
south of Squaw Buttes Are you "It would be as well if only
sure they're not staying the the two of us knew I was going
side of the river and swinging out there," he added "1 might
Borth SO that they'll build need a horse when I get out
across the plains north of the there. I might want to take •
buttes?" hook at the country west of the
"I'm clanged sure." Lambe. river.-
mid. 'You seem a little ruffled "That ran be arranged." Lar-
about It. You got different ideas abee said. "But where you go
of where they ought to be 10- I go."
cane the rellroad?" 'What about the law here?"
• • • Kirby SAWN& "Doesn't anyone
winger didn't answer, Ho was care about an attempted mur-
ri beginning to see it now. tier?"
The fragments were forming a "You're tench' to what taw
pattern that was sickeningly there Is In Antler " Larabee
alien to his belted in Ray Cole- said, "Ira Grand Pacific IOW
Oh, we got a deputy u 9 mar-
ghat arme& but he's busy
Wallin' fees servo). papers tor
civil suits. Unless somebody
gets killed, he's too tied up with
paperwork to bother."
Larabee looked around to
make sure they were not being
overheard. 'I've heard that
hed • reputation as • square-
shooter with the Centre) Pacific,
McCabe You didn't come here
just to see ate& been' spiked
down, and whoever took that
shot at you doesn't seem to
want yeu here "
Kirby waited, saying nothing;
Larabee hesitated, then blurted
it out. 'There's nomethin off
color with this railroad There's
all kinds of rumors among the
crews out at the camps. If you
can smoke out the trouble, I'm
backin you."
'Thanks." Kirby said. -I
Might need help and plenty of
It-,'
"Tin NM • railroad bull with
two hard Hato." Lorabee said.
"I'm hired to keep order in Ant-
ler an' In the camps and dis-
courage freight thieves. But
like a good, straight track to
run on."
(To Be Continuer, Tomorrow)
Mu. Hen *ii n tied
HIGHWAY coresnayorsuri In-
eptness needed immodest* It ibe
Kinthelty Degartment of lilibitalitt
Vacancies wan ki all 11 InglerwaY
Districts throughout the slate AP-
pliant' mud have an 0th grade
ukelele= and be able to pais the
written enunination. Stature sal.
miff ONper flaw 0*Am
covenispe. Monellent fringe beagle.
Poe sppbastiona and Informatton,
contest the itineeneepiterthent
e e -ein °Mo*myeloid, or the A
eSeei* 011044nTivatztti






ed in Kentucky's oorrecidonal in-
mutations at LaGrange wad 181I'-
vile. July ist starts new fertadae
work week. Applicants must base
at leeat an 8th grade education;
must be between 31 and 56 years
of age; have a minimUm Medd of
5 feet, 6 name, and minimum
weight of 140 panda Eitatteng sal.
sty $293 per month. Inaervies
towline and &Arnhem& propane
provide good opportunkties for ad-
Augment Written nesnitivelene
required Merit helm ooverisa
!Par epphcatiene and informallied
oceitart the Seat* Ilknplotenent 11140.
eke Office ii Mayfield, or the Da
itartMent of Penionnel, Room 190,
New Capitol Amex, Frankfort,
Kentucky -An Equal Cesiscethret7
Eannimer N110
At The Movies
"FOR cAprroL AND DItIVILIN
information call 753-3314 anytime"
TVC
LOST & FOUND
LChT• German Sheehan:1 puppy,
five menthe old, brown. Lea seen
near Carter School Fteesesd Phone
763-17416, Thais Forrest. 51-4-P
HOG MARKET
Federal State Merest News Service
Monday. May 2, 16e6 K.entucty Pur-
ohase.Arm Hog Market Report ha
dudes 7 Buying Stataons.
Reoepite 460 Bead. Barrows and
Outs Steady; Sows Steady
U 8. 13 190.20 be. lal 90-11.05:
U. 8. 1.3 160.386 be. 111.35-21110;
U 8, 1-1 306470 lbs. $19 76-3176:
SOWS:
U S. 13 150.350 be $17 00.11 00;
U S. 1-3 350-460 Ites 11160017 00:
U S. 2.3 460600 km. $15.00.la 00.
SHERIFF'S SALE
By virtue of ewers-Mon No.-direct-
al to me, which issued from the
clerk's office of the Clidloway 0o-
uncy Quarterly Court, in favor Of
Robert Htherton dbe Martin OS
Company agaMast. Hail Wilkerson, L
or one of my nepotism. will. On
Pricey, the 1365 die of my,, 1005,
&pry ices Offered
ekr lisiatrras rananamo. cis
,Ward's Termite CO. Priem range
from 100 in $10.00 for ireattneca of




OP aimisrAts white to
cONTRACTOtts
Sealed bide will be rectilved by
the Department of Ilishigults at Ite
officer, Preedefort. EaffestY. until
10:00 A. 5L !beam abandard Tkne
on the Sith dm or Mk". aeo. at
0faati time bide WM be publicly
opened end refill for the improvw
meat of:
CALLOWAY &MINTY, SP IL=
The Jim Etch Read from Ky et,
12 milee met de Len Grove, at-
tending northerly to Ky 803, •
&stance of 1.560 mike. Whaninons
Concrete Sodom Chas L
CALLOWAY COUNTY, IS 15.343
The ColdwaterRalem Clairol] (Ky.
1136; Road from Ky. 131 to by.
▪ • distance of 3.1131 mike. M.
Minimum Conorete hirfece L
Bid and Specimen progimen Sr
all projects ere weaned* tImIlle )00
P SC sAaTx STAIIDA111.11111111-
On the day preheat aril" woo'
log date at thy SOWN delllielmet
Controls at a emir Of CM wit
Bid wormers ups- Istrat oral to
prequaafied 00111110101111111 SINIMIantal
PeiYable tothe- Trimstirer of
Keintudcy must aoreepany request
for proneala 111113-  -
betWeen the home of 10 00 o'clock,
A. M., and 10:30 o'clock A. M., at
the crourthouse deux in CalloWaiy
Ooudty of lharay Ketteualty, elpose
to pabac sale be the highest bidder,
the following preserty (Or 40 Much
thereof ea may be sanity the
amotint of the plaintffre debt, in-
terertzd coal, to-Wit.
1 Triable.
Levi utnn as . the property of
Mall Wilkerson. Teem: Sale will
be mode orrircraillt-dr Tmantra
bond with approved security re-
quired, bheing interest at the rate
of - per oust per annexe from
clay of rale, aid having the force
and Wog a A-Bond, axis







Chart HANK OF MURRAY Pan-
V1:78
NOTICE OF SALE
William J. Wood, Robert H. Deer
and wife, Mary Ellen Muir D/Wit
Megan's Boat Dern; and Oak&
0. Morgan and was, Ressle-t,
germ. Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and or-
der of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Oast rendered at the April Eind
Rule Day 1906, in the above cause,
for the sum of Twenty Two thous-
and seven hundred and eighty dot.
lent and ninety ocean 121,780.90)
with interest at the rate Of 0%




















































































per annum from the 1st day at
July, 1985,
Two autumnal sewn hundred and
fifty t$2,711.0d) kiting at
the rate Olf 1 % ger annum from
the au debt-a 1966.
Meta Laradred &air' 4,1500.00) .
wan interest at the rate of 6 %
per amain litau the lith day of
Deoember, 1964. untal paid aud iii
oars therein I dull proceed to oi-
ler for elle at the Court Home door
*18 Akuna, Iceptpcky. in Ibe
highest bidder, at potion auction
on the 9th day of May 1966, at
1:15 &clock p. m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of 6 months, the fol-
lowing described preporty„ towit:
Begialkag at the eiest right of way
of the oIn Memo/ No. 121, DOW
k.nown si the Morgan Beat Dock
Road and add tePoning point the
seCithwent border er Porter Enacts'
lot; thane mid with Porter F.1-
kin' south be. had with De*
scarbrcullhb sough line to the
TVA property line Mang the north
side of Cypress Creek; thence
west with the TVA property Me
NEAR THE LAK.E to the eme
right of way 01 Old Highway No.
121 illoat Dock Read, thence
north with the east right of way
of said road to the point of be-
gentling, and conternme one 11.1
acre, more or less," hung with
boats, motors, improvements to-
on and everything being a part
of and belonging to business
known and desetrated ea Mor-
gans Dom Dock.
For the purchase price, the tier-
chaser must execute bood, with ap-
proved securtties, bearing keel Ile
tenet from the day of sele, until
paid, dud having the force and ef-
fect of a judgment Etuldens will be







by Visited Press Thiereathessi
The Kentucky five-dee weather
outlook, Tuesday through Saturday.
TesnpereLures will average 2 to 6
degrees above the normal highs of
70 to 77 and menial bows at 46 to
56 It tell be cod at the beginning
Cl the period. then wenn up frcrn
midweek through the weekend.
No rainfall of consequence 15 ex-
pected




OH, ruBBY - WOULD
YOU GIVE ME A
PHOTO OF
YOURSELF ?
  THpi SAID NAT (6k?)
CHARLIE DOSES Is TNE MAN D- YKRE RASO'T 13-101 A SOUL
NEW OWNER OF A DESERTED IN THIS UGHTHOUSE
GOVERNMENT- SURPLUS uGNT- FOR kAGH OWE,































MONDAY — MAY 1, 19(16
Problem! Write to Abby, Box
09710, Los Angeles, Cal. l'or a per-
sonal reply. Mime a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
• • •
Hate to write lentils? Send fl to
Abby. Box 80700, Lae Angeles, Oat,
for Abby's booklet, "How 00 Write
Letters for Al Occasion's."
Social Calendar
4 ftries eallay, !lay 2
1.'"Yele—or
'.rat Aleph* Church WM6 will
meet at the hone of Mrs. Ethel
Want et seven pm.
• • •
The theta Moon Circle of the
Pint Baptist Church %VMS will
',eel al the home of lika Henry
Warren at 7:30 pm.
• • •
The Coldwater Millballet Chigral
W9C18 oneet at the dada gig
seven pm.
• • •
The Ruth Smiley Schott Cleo
of the Mr* Baptist Church wt
meet at the home of Mrs. Zug=
Ram* at 7:30 pm.
• • •
The Bay N• Hardy etre* of
,be PIO lkaptist Church WM23 will
meet a Se home of Itre Robert
1111111egten at 7.30 pm
• • •
Tuesday. May 3
The Taumekellonal Sureisy School
C. me of the Filet Septa Church
si meet at the home of Mrs 'nin-




Dtliall IA, Lint Two mil have a
(-DIM m the Derby He-
rmosa. PdPin. gs am pm Dr.
RI'.!"'MR be speaker Lo-
c..1 maw MI mem in the lob-
by • 41111 homismi at 446 tiff
tralleillikellon to Fulton
• • •
The Ulla Harmon end Agfa
- Ova/1W Claes of the
Papillae Catimiti WM,s will meet •
the at 1.30 p.m Mrs. Lab
Oudiall sr! be charge of Ike
/ICBM Bertice gaVirram.
. . .
The Jamie Isidinck Curie01 the
Coleys Presbyterian Church woos-
_ ea MB meet at the name of Mrs.
Rea it 1 30 pin
• • •
The Woman's Society of Chris-
ten likaillee of the Tire Madiedbt
Chip& will have a covered dish
• fcr new members and the
whit the highest oftealdiandi
.. the church at 10 30 am The en-
teethe board will meet at 0 46 am.
• • •
Murray Ibleasibly No HP Order at 
WSW will meet * the  Jaw
Trees at seven pm.
• • •
Groton I and II of the ChnsUan
Womena Pamehip of the Pest
Chad= Chuich MA meet at the
Mine of Ms llardn Milton at
230 pm.
• • •
Grou4,1V 01tbe First Chreins.n
Church CWF 1 me* eat Mrs.
Beaty P'ulton et ten am.
• • •
Weamstay, May 4
The Carden Department of the
Murray Womana Club will have a
poen' dr lunctmon Stthe club home
at 12 mon. Members 'nth perfect
attendance Mb be guests of other
members. Hoonews are Madames
B. C. Merit A. W. SimMetilt
3011121 C. Tayior, Doriald flicker,
Kra= TliaLer, Wesley Waldrop.
and James Hamilton Note change
in date.
• • •
The Fame Mothers Club will
meet St the school st 1 30 pm. for
the meeting wall sifter summer
vacation. Everyone is Milted to at-
tend.
• • •
The ladies lure:bean ME be serv-
ed st the Oats Ootottry Club at
lima Call Why Alexander, chair-
men 753-3370 or Margaret Treys-
San, m-dhairman, 753-5100 ftr re-
servaelons. Cldier hasteeres are
UM Ammons. Morin Ailitetten.
Aosraie Alexander Margaret Ba-
ba% theaccaeftrwtoora Frances
Iliggemgm, Jane /3os d. Cantim
111111Win, and Jane Reaves
the 11.1111111011 IW Owls ell meet at I
BaR at area fem.
• • •
The Dells Department at the
Sews.. 11111111•We Club wit end
St tag dub image et 7.30 pm }acu-
teness will be blembenes A. C.
Ssaihea, C I. rage. Rey MordaY:
.1 -e ISO Replan and Mae Clore
Eagle.
• • •
The Kappa Department at the
Murray Woman's Oa* sin meet St
he dub house at 7.211 p.m. Nor
.apeie win be We lismeg.
Ws Jamas Rogers. and Mgt
—Medea Outten&
• • •
The Mersey 28.111$ Clirab
• • •
Tlowsilay, May 5
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs Jahn Nesters. leCt College
Terrace Drive, at 7 30 pm Mrs.
Robert Daniel will be cottontails.
• • •
The miner Sunday School Clam
of the Memorial Begat Mardi
IPS meet at the lime of Mrs
Iliclyne Jones at 730 pm.
• • •
rrellay. May 4
The May Fellowahip luncheon at
the Voted Chugch Women siB be





logeotie the appearance of
aregked china by boom the abase
U) milk for 45 minutes.
• • •
&dam sewing cseterial,
make certain that your needle MA
not stick Rubbmg 1 with a Baur
oda= or Pl'ench chalk 11411 keep
ft smooth.
• • •
 Itgle ibm meek me et sr creak-
Mg deer lauti *he hinges with a
teed peewit
Vacation this year... exploring
KENTUCKY'S 40
STATE AND NATIONAL PARKS
Whatever roof sport. whatever your hobby, Kaltur_iio,,oi eats andea.,- roo parka coier yo, weeks of wonderful vacation. There'sle• 'd ree,ucky tredltiOti ... Pioneer Mw^or,alerthsett:so•ent ... John James Au d bon StetsAuk, • natural sanctuary... Mammoth Cave, famous throughoutVie went • • • Parte on nem fOr WOW sports, parks in mountainsfor scenery. I2 complete stele resort parks with the very finest
accommodations and every facility for fun. And its an close tohome! The. year, loin the nation... i a Kentucky vacation.
Sand for exciting vacation Magnet/re.
Travel DIviakia. Public latormailon Department
Capitol Amex Ky. 40001






a white net fable cloth over yetiow.
A !..eillow heart deoorsited with beau-
tiful flavors was placed in the cen-
ter wath the Mita cloth draping
down helm the heart On each cor-
ner of the table was paced a emelt
white wedding bell.
The refreehmeStt table was de-
conited with a Mete knen cloth
The easter piece was two hearts
elpielipping with tiny weckling belts
on yellow atm gibbon
MIK the center. On the table was a
deecested coke with the
Mat °Maw and Stephen" writ-
ten 1111 WW1 yellow mem Bur-
roma. minas. Lime perch
sod qualliogrits ampagood the ap-
palling/1K
arel cake were served by
OM billeinissa
Siggiadoistely twenty-hve per-




The Helebx TM wits tha
of asPersoaell Itacfarer fur Mae Fagg By Abigail Van Buren
Hendon, bride-ewe of gamble DNA& ABBY: You were very an otcoarc I went to the meetingTricanoo, The onsierosit negeggeen ctaabblaille gay that not all PTA's as a newcomer. leaping to meloe a
was gate die one in Leamenwarth, fromd, but I ea frosen ca. Thigy
but I hove ham' dame dug I at- al stool wound In their own dolt
tended to be wing* We "Mad It" 11111e decks. leer geltdomie sakes,
dencelbed addelegre. elkitiph, and doh* gala Mt sem AB have
dahlia in  allitath  high Sign
'peak. A 64,7
144‘aktk
A PTA 'Had It' Has
Friends, Foes
Or Si. love., 000seion were MIS
Goollyn Unison and Mks Blends
Windham
Hencion wee attired in a
brown and beige two piece dress
with teetchtng acitadortes. She twas
presented a corsage of white car-
nations. Mrs. Edward Hendon, mo-
Ober of the beide-elect, was saga
In • bahr Moe. double IUM MO piece
wilt with navy blue accessories. She I there PTA boo bemene a ranCe•
was elm presented a maw o f When my Parente were in PTA
white canations. not too many years ego, they met
Games were played and the Ma- to the everellos In fathers sag
Mks Jenny Burkeen
ners were Mos Jeanie Brewer sod reline moths" ocsS° asSend- Tn"
daY they meat * 1 P and the
The gift table was decorated with Went*" * wee by 1:30, RAM
which they at arogel drinking
coffee, rabbling goodies, and gm-
oping. Sogneorve lad a vanderful
ids in gears parente ace teach-
ers together. but. IL fell seat.
ALSO HAD IT De GLENDALE
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for "HAD
/T" from Leavenworth! She tack
the worth right out of my mouth.
I sego Mee attended my bat PTA
meeting because I was trotted
cool go •wocenen. I have had ex-
pretences with three Wife:vet
F'TA'a ao I mos TICS hone:ling to a "RAD IT' PROM !MOND°
contiudon. N you don't tuwe CAL.
money or social standing. you DEAR ABBY: I far wive with
haven't a chance. "BAD IT' I never go tio PTA
rneetangs any more far the MEW
remora &Oho I have been a mean,
member for 10 years. They intot
be very poody cawarined be
sato I have nict attended a melt-
ing in years, I received a letter a
short iodide ago asking me if I
minted to be an officer.
"HAD IT" FROM ST. HEL-
ENS, ORE
DEAR ABBY: Please al "HAD
IT' that. things are the same way
here In Canfornie. AL awe theta
the sititation in Encino. I have
attended three PTA meetings, and
twee yet to be spoken to. eon)
wog early, hoping someone would
make me feel wekorne, but I was
ignored. 'sow I Ignore their re-
quitals for old clothes. neseptainea,
bakery goods, and volunteers to
serve on different ocenmetees. As
far as I'm concerned, this gate it
for the birds, and Ws peqple llke
thane In PTA doe make k et. ThisMoorehead, red ribbon 
Ls a small elementary school andMurree Universe-3' -- no male then 36 peered. were Pee-Apron. Terry Lee Obert. red: Lin- sent at Si. meetings. so you would
d° red' Citlerik Garnet. red; think someone would know I wasFirst Jayne Scott, bbur.
Karen Alemegker. blue.
• • • . Lynn Grove — Skirt: DOW
Rimers, Woe. Vicky Humplbliele.
blue: Deanna Cooper. teue: Wm,Cunningham Home Is Kelso. blue: Sarah Clathiam, red:
S'cene Of Women's Stir and Bane, Patricia Jackson,
blue.ileeting TI'ednesday KJ:tar; — Apron. Suzette Hugh-
es, blue; Carol Bailey, blue• Sandra
Scott, bite. Karen Ora*, blue;
Marion Outland. blue. Debtde
Manta blue. Doom Adams, blue;
Emily Rom, reef; Barbara drallfced.
red: Donne Nance. red Skirt:
'Becky flumhett. blue: Racy Adams.
tem: Omni llsAey. blue; Oslo
Broach, blue. Data Nance, blue.
Mast — Ave's; Jusnan Bock-
dais_ blue. Jackie Dunhill. BAIL
Debbie Pe* blue. Skirt; Las
Puttee*. bane: Feeds Brendan. blue;
Vicky Pa Lisa, blue. Skirt and
Blouse; limb" Seta here
Yuman; Jennifer Lovett, blue,
Janet &dohs. red Skirt. Regina
Lovett. blue; Therms Parrish. red
Skit mid Blouse. Term Byerty,
Mae; Diane Burlieen. blue; Alice
Crawford. red
Akno — Armin: Vickie Wyatt,
blue. Bedgy Bouriand. blue Mart;
Beverly Barba. blue, Dorincle
francs. lase; Metutia Rickman;
CALLOWAY GOUNTY .
(Continued From Page 11
Mrs. Paul Curanthein opened
her home tar Si. meeting of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Women at
the North Pasant Grove Church
heid Wednesday eilkerrexin et one
o'okick.
Presenting the prognern wee lars
Cecil Baresat who faked and die-
PlaYed Kilda waters CO the theme,
"Pamela Witnemeng- She aimed
°eh - - -
liegmell Bell Boyd. eresi-
dent wedded god bira °unary-
hate led the epantrig you've Mrs
Della Glebes& gave the degation.
Members present. were Mrs. Jame
W. Mrs. Mate Anders" lira
Boyd. Wm Butealite. and Me.
Cunningham- Balm were W.
John Meltan, Ma. Rom Odle. and
Mrs eam Brewer.
DOM( the aria hour refresh-
ment& of open toted eandwiches,
!stuffed canes• homemade cookies
punch and Cokes were served by
Mrs. Cittrwenehow.
• • •
There a a new look in milldam
frames The latest des are simu-
ated wood frames dim. etve girl
a woxby look The wood-the
Mimes are available in variety of
topes tridialing the 'Ben Frank-




and Biome. Clailw 1.addpirt. blue;
Chnsey blue PIM dress;
Peon Harting
New oonceed — Apron; Pat Wil-
liam& bast. Merry Buoy, blue:
Jinn Brunchwyter. red Pk* dress:
Jan Milker. blue. Wilma Smith
blue Sharon biloCusiton. blue. Lin-
da Stubblefield, Woe. Zia WO-
lane blue Pley clothes, Kathy
A km. of Utexperseve replace- Seleieteide•
meet cover far Dual furniture ' Teen Club "m' r°1-2m Mt° endmem r. eed, to glee worn"heh, Muth be*, Suzette
tuntiti sloe furniture new life tusgs. blue. Suminne Bank blue
Tag owet are aggrunge to tot Si. Dblba-uP• Frances dettl. blue:
gispaar coggigth taws. Kiss alld I AWIY hbae. "le° Palmer.mememe made a fabric booked blue. Connie laragrei. Wee; Kathleen
eltipk.the ewers are embossed I aladr". We° Pee*: Nem& Scull.
Milk a Who; plunge Sigma &lie blue, MrIde lleVidee. Wa-
in a spectrum of decorshor
Mara
• • •
Odeon taupe :naked krricparalve
dleb eallels. You need nut iron
then sae they leave no lint
Hospital Report
Ceram Adulta  ea
Census Nursery 4
Admissions, April U. Sae
Beery Boy MoNeelly (Jahn), ROW*
5, Murray Mrs Celia P Kay, IVO
/Atter. Mornay. Mr Mrs 0. Lovett.
Route 1. Mummy: Mtn Lets P.
Rushing Mao, 1401 Henry, Mur-
ray. Mies Otells Haley, 1301 W.
Pcplio. Mums; Mrs Ceiceyn Jane
BIB , Jahn ROW& 1, Miami,: MR.
Deane June Higgins. Route 1, Mo-
del. Tem.; Mr. Henry Gary Hart-
Box IS, CUM Bak Murray:
Ulm Maude -Ciaain Boyd. 512 B.
11th. Murray, Mina Martha Ann
Phlegm Route 1, Murray: Mrs.
I/MU Tfify MailMas Rota 1, Hazel:
Clarence Walleme. Route 1, Dex-
ter, Nine Verna Wyatt, Route 1.
ICIreasey: Baby glit Ambito. 1401
Hesse, Mamma; Baby girl Higgins,
Ftoute I, Model, Tenn Roby boy
Key. 1705 MAW, Murray. MM.
Jeanie Lemb South 6th. Murray;
Mrs. Peggy Bray, Orivert, Cary.
Mrs. daft Castes% 736 Vine. Mur-
ray; Wisater Timothy Cook. Route
4, Miresser; kir. Robert Hughes New
erarisclUrs. -Mary thln. 1707
W. Girt Murray; Akmeeir Harold
Valentine, Purner, Tenn, Mrs.
Mildred Mahurefro. Ftoute O. Mur-
ree,. 3tr B M Dugger. 500 Ken-
*poky Ave. Mmeity: Mrs. Lucile
eater, 500 Popbz -Street. Murray:
Master Gregory Adams Valentine.
Route 1, Pismo:sr. Tenn
Dimumis, April 25, 1944
ficalett Ts•p. Sunset Drive,
Murree, Mrs. Maggie Teton fiun-
see Estee. Morrell bk. Warier Veal,
Route I. Ildayfield: Mr Wm. Card-
:aro Route I, Horan. am Anne
Cooper, 411 N 10th, Murray. Mr
W. It Lenwerge. Route 1, Farm-
ington Mrs. Rose Outland, Box 226
Bassi; Mr OMR& Rowland, Route
I. Plannington; Mr. Georee Fran-
ca, WasMiew Nursing Horne, Muir-
my, Mini. Julie Lunette Philips,
new Sign me . .
HAD IT FROM ENCINO
DEAR ABBY: I have &leo hod
A. but net with the PTA. I have
hed It with wcenen Ike "HAD IT,"
who came So *. waiting, fold the*
M mid milt for someone to come
tio than and my, "Won't you
gime* be one ot us, we were juet
waitiog far you?"
Why docent Mm Newcomer in-
troduce herself with "I am new
here What can I do to help?"
Sinetiog sake would be in order
far the handful of "'doers" in the
organ'eation. And I assure yOU,
Mrs. _ !t- Would. be
than welcome. At leant that's the
Men who prefer an unmounted de- 000 S. 5th, Murray; Masiter Donnie
adineent =WM try baking MAO, Shay Oarland. New Concord. Um
petters It on dry, as power I. 'Cathy Lee Taylor, Route 1. ?arm-
ee economical • it Is effecittge Ireton
SERFS Ma, CONflas of that meteor that streaked across the Eastern U.S. as It passed
over Quincy, Maas., a Boston suburb It WWI visible from the Carolinas to Canada and
as far west as Obio. A Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory atientiat at Cambridge,




way it it in Seattle.
HAD IT WITH "HAD ITS"
DEAR ABBY: That letter about
the WOrtlan who magi ipiceed by
the PTA remanded rims al immeihing
my masher tokl me yews ago. She
ad. "If petite dant 'notice you,
or extend a friendly hand, look to
yourself tor the reseon_ Do you
meat them Mk way? Is your man-
ner piessmit and ineking? Ste:le-
ttings the others are even more
timid than you, and it is up to you
to take the initiative. Too often
when we are left out we say. 'It
must be my face, or my race,' when
it-is man ceg fetilt"-
SHY BUT MAKES FRIENDS
FOOT ODOR
HOW TO KILL IT.
estrum 1st kat the sena,
see kill the odor. lam real smolt it.
Y..r F1411Prile4 CAN. tertiary, *ell-
septlee are ea me. Apply T-4-L POWER-
FUL GRUM SILL= foe smelly. serrate.
licks _lam. lteSt skosid. haltsitt.
your 4dle beak &daisy less roomier. NOW
ti 16.11.ad Ora. Company.
*ONE HOUR szavIcaltommilon.
SPECIAL DRYCLEANING OFFER!






Winter Garments . . . Woolens„ Blankets, etc.
BOX STORAGE
SAVES CLOTHES • SAVES TIME • SAVES MONEY
All Garments Cleaned at One-Hour are Moth and Mildew Proofed FREE:
ALL WORK GUARANTEED *






--- Lit Bide of the Square —
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the longest in the business.
You'll enjoy the trip to your
Chrysler Dealer's, too.
Especially when you see
his spring special price tags.
•
•CHRTSLIIKS S-YLAR/30,013CIMILI IINOINF AND ORIVT TRAIN WARRANTY WITH THIS COVERAGE:Chrysler Corporaition wiiii:i•nts for S years or 50.000 miles *hien.,"materl•Is and workmanship and Will Illi•i6C• or repair at • Chrysler Motors romoratinn A.ithor•red Dealer splace of business aothoie charge for required parts sod labor. the •rstine Mork, head •nd internai p•rtsIntake manifold wat•i piimp transmission case and int•rnal parte (mirlinfina rhirtrh) tornii• converhar, drive shah universal ayints rear •ate Sod ttifferentird, •nd rear wheel bearings of Its 1966 autornoWes. prOvIded the own., has the •neine Oil changed every 3 months or 4 000 mii•• whichever comesfirst, the oil filter replaced every second riel change and the c•rburetor •II find., cleaned every 6 monthssod Mei/Ned every 2 years sod •very 6 months furnishes to such • t4••11, Ilvide,,c• of performanc• of therequired **Meta and requests the dealer to certify (I) receipt of such evidence and (2) this car'S If..,current mulosips.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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